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THERE‘S A BLINDSPOT IN THE 
HUMAN EYE WHERE THE ORGAN 
CANNOT RECEIVE LIGHT. BUT 
YOU‘RE UNLIKELY TO EVER 

NOTICE THAT BECAUSE YOUR 
BRAIN COMPENSATES FOR THE 

LACK OF STIMULI. 
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We hope you will find our new Spring 2022 titles interesting and  
inspiring, enjoy reading!

For more information on our Spring 2022 titles, please browse 
through our catalog or go to www.bispublishers.com for a 
comprehensive overview.

As always, if you have a good idea for a new project, do not hesitate 
to contact us. We would love to hear from you!
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Bionda Dias
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Here’s some help for how:

Get a ball of clay and press your thumb 
into the middle of it, creating a start point.

Then, using your thumb and �ngers, pinch the clay to 
spread it out and go around, making a bowl shape.
From here you can manipulate the clay as you like! 

You can add smaller chunks of clay and smooth 
those on to help give your pot height

Play with the shapes you make!
When you’re happy, roll two 
sausage shapes and smooth 

one on each side for your
handles!
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Why not make your

very own trophy!

Why not make your

very own trophy!3.3.

Mix water and paint
or food colouring to
make a super watery
paint mix and freeze
it.

Test out how
colours reflect
by taking photos
of the sun shining
through stained
glass, or even by
making your own!

What does the light
look like shining
through?
What happens if you
hold a glass of juice
up to the sunlight?
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Imagine how colourful this would be with the sunshine!Imagine how colourful this would be with the sunshine!

Info

May 2022
paperback 
128 pages
71/2  x 65/8 in
$ 16.99
ISBN 9789063696245

Creative Block: Kids! is a fun and practical art book for children (and their parents!) to start 
experimenting with creative ideas, play with art and test out new materials and means of 
making art. It encourages children to play with their creativity, develop new skills, and have fun 
with the results.

They are the artist in charge and get to make all the decisions to create their own weird and 
wonderful work that they would not explore at school. Creative Block: Kids! wants children to 
have fun and explore their creative ideas. If you can imagine it, you can make it!

Creative Block: Kids!

Related

Creative Block,
page 35

Author

Gemma Lawrence is a teacher and designer working and 
living in the UK. She was educated at the University of 
Brighton in Fine Art Painting, with experience in graphic 
design and education. Lawrence previously published 
Creative Block (2020) with BIS Publishers.

• Strong gift book  
potential; activity book for  

children to keep them occupied  
as well as inspired 

• Author is accomplished both in Fine 
Art and Graphic Design, and currently a 

teacherAid to young creatives 

• For children from 6 to 12 years 

• The sequel to the successful 
‘Creative Block’
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Every time you’re on the phone you 
have to shout at the top of your voice

Every time you laugh, one euro 
is deducted from your bank account

You spray toilet freshener all over 
yourself every day

Info

June 2022
65 cards in a box
51/4  x 37/8 in
$ 19.99
ISBN 9789063696252

Dilemmarama The Game: The Ultimate Edition is a new edition of the immensely popular 
Dilemmarama game with 60 brand new dilemmas.  

Every time you say goodbye you have to cry OR You can’t read time anymore. All the paint in 
your house is always wet OR You spray toilet freshener all over yourself every day. In this game 
there is only one real rule: you HAVE to choose!

The Dilemmarama’s absurd dilemmas will not only make you laugh, but will also cause heated 
debates and feisty duels amongst friends and family. There are two game options to choose 
from, because after all, everything in life is a dilemma. In one of the game options, your goal is 
to become the Dilemmaestro by creating difficult dilemmas for the other players. In the other 
option, you play in teams and try to guess what your teammates will choose. This way you 
really get to know your friends and family!

BONUS: The Ultimate Edition can be used as a stand-alone deck but it can also be combined 
with Dilemmarama The Game: The Original Edition, expanding the game to 120 cards with over 
7,000 new combinations.

Dilemmarama The Game: The Ultimate Edition
The Game Is Simple, You Have To Choose!

Related

Dilemmarama 
The Game: The 
Happy Edition,
page 39

Dilemmarama 
The Game: The 
Original Edition,
page 39

Author

Dilemma op Dinsdag started when six friends were bored 
during a birthday party. After hours of discussing impossible 
dilemmas, they decided to start a Facebook page to let their 
friends vote on what the best options for the dilemmas were. 
Meanwhile, the page has over 300,000 fans, the group has 
been discussed in various media, they perform at various 
festivals and the number of followers on their social media 
outlets is constantly rising.

• BONUS: The Ultimate Edition  
can be used as a stand-alone deck  
but it can also be combined with 

Dilemmarama The Game: The Original 
Edition, expanding the game to 120 cards 

with over 7,000 new combinations. 

• First edition sold over 25,000 copies 

• 2 playing options
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body language. You can sense each oth-
er’s feelings. In this moment, there was no 
room for judgement or friction. There were 
no egos, only loving presence. In such a 
moment, everyone becomes part of it. You 
blend into a collective experience, you reso-
nate with each other, there’s coherence.

These kinds of moments create bonds and 
are imprinted in your memory. In this spe-
cial situation, the sad circumstances organ-
ically brought us together in a moment of 
complete presence. But even if the circum-
stances aren’t that intense, a moment of gath-
ering is never just a moment. It’s what you 
make of it. There is always an opportunity for 
coherence, to blend together into the expe-
rience, to join into the moment. As a facili-
tator, you are the architect of that moment. 
You create and hold the ‘space’ in time for 
people to connect. You should never look at 
a gathering as just a random meet up or a 
waste of time. When there is even the slight-
est reason for people to spend time together, 
there is a ‘moment’ you can create for them.

FEELING OF EMPTINESS
As an architect of that moment, you have 
the privilege to foster presence and trust 
amongst the group members. You also can 
provide them with a sense of growth and 
progress. Being part of such a moment to-
gether, can be rewarding for people. It can 
create bonding and even happiness and 
motivation. Multiple feel good hormones 
have been related to sharing moments of 
co-creation together, like Dopamine and 
Serotonin and that one that makes us feel 
trust, Oxytocin. Oxytocin is produced in the 
hypothalamus and secreted by the pituitary 

gland at the base of the brain. I would like to 
believe that oxytocin is triggered by showing 
vulnerability and honesty. Vulnerability and 
honesty are not only coming across in your 
choice of words and tone of voice, but also 
through your appearance, what you broad-
cast. You can’t fake vulnerability. And there 
is something not tangible about appearance 
which creates trust. You often can’t say ex-
actly why someone comes across as trust-
worthy and authentic or why they don’t. It 
also seems to me that you it’s required to be 
fully present in the moment to be able to 
create that sense of trust and bonding. 

Creating a level of trust at the start of any 
gathering is probably the most important 
thing to do, to make that gathering a success 
for everyone involved. It kickstarts what’s 
called a ‘safe space’ or ‘brave space’ where 
everyone feels comfortable to open up to-
wards each other. Trust is a great antidote 
for a narrow focus. Over the years, I have 
developed my own personal ritual to create 
that trusting connection when people walk 
in the room or enter the virtual space. With 
trial and error, I came to realize that what I 
broadcast to other people depends on how 
I feel about them and the situation at that 
moment. I’m sure the practice which I’m 
about to explain won’t appeal to everyone. 
If you love logic, facts and things that are 
tangible, this will surely sound too fluffy. 
But if you’re convinced there’s much more 
than meets the eye, you might find this in-
teresting. What I’m about to explain, I call 
it ‘heart hugs’. I noticed when I practiced 
‘heart hugs’, it immediately changed the at-
mosphere when people entered the space. 
It’s a three-step ritual. First, I make sure that 
I have finished preparing the session before 

I just walked into the apartment and I can 
sense a peaceful calmness in the living 
room. She’s lying on her bed by the window. 
The sun is shining in a different way. As if it’s 
trying to keep her warm and comfortable. I 
walk over to her to let her know I have also 
arrived, and she opens her eyes slightly and 
says ‘hi’ with a short but gentle smile.

THE MOOD
It’s only us, just six of us, her closest fam-
ily. We’re soaking up every single minute, 
knowing these are the last ones in her pres-
ence. Every move and every sound, every 
teardrop slowly sliding down our cheeks, ev-
ery carefully chosen word, nothing gets by 
unnoticed. It feels as if time is standing still, 
but we’re still holding on to every minute 
with heightened senses. Everyone one of us 
is wondering what it will feel like when the 
moment comes to let her go. She was such 
an important part of all our lives, it’s hard to 
imagine what life will be like without her. 

We all try to lighten up the mood with some 
small talk. Everyone immediately digs into 
the chit-chat just to break the heavy si-
lence. But the chit-chatting quickly turns 
into sharing memories about her, which 
seems now like another lifetime. We laugh 
with her typical stubbornness and unique-
ly strong personality. The way she carried 
her disease, just to make it easier on us, was 
absolutely astonishing. While sharing our 
memories, we all feel deeply connected in 
this surreal moment. A tender moment of 
love, fragility and pain, all at the same time. 
A moment which will last in our memories 
forever. One by one, we all take the oppor-
tunity to sit close to her and whisper some 

comforting words. With the last life energy 
left in her body she’s still able to crack some 
soft jokes to cheer us up. And when she 
does, the sun seems to be creating a halo 
around her. Our emotions are like a roller-
coaster, for a moment it seems everything is 
calm and ok, and a minute later some pain-
ful thoughts trigger panicky feelings. We all 
seem to be in sync, feeling what the others 
are feeling without expressing it.

The nurses walk in. Now it’s becoming real. 
We comfort each other by reminding our-
selves that this is what she really wants. The 
pain is just too much. The nurses make all 
preparations. Discussing some practicalities 
distracts us from what’s to come. Until a bit 
later, right on cue, the doctor walks in. This 
is the start of the heartbreaking final act. 

You’re never prepared for such moments. 
They are so intense. And although time 
was standing still during those last hours, 
afterwards it felt like it flew by so quickly. 
When she was still with us, everyone was 
so present. The outside world didn’t exist. 
We were cherishing every last moment with 
her. When she left us, and this happened in 
a couple of seconds, suddenly reality kicked 
in. She was gone, it was over, the only thing 
left was a feeling of emptiness. We tried to 
escape from it by starting to organize all the 
next steps following this passing away of a 
loved one. 

This moment was so pure and we fully ex-
perienced and shared it, until the last min-
ute. You notice when people share such a 
moment in time and space, there is much 
more than the eye can see. There’s a con-
nection, an interaction beyond words or 

13

Part 1: 
The ship is sailing

The wind and the waves are always on the side  
of the ablest navigator. – Edmond Gibbon

1918

how to measure success, and whether influencers should be paid, and if 
we would still be authentic with the published or posted stories. 

With every new hype that took over my world view for a while, I had 
blind spots. And it felt like all the other people I worked with, who could 
have other beliefs and opinions, went through the same thing. As you dig 
deeper into a certain topic and build your expertise, it becomes a great 
part of your perspective and it might even become part of your personal-
ity. You will take a stand, if necessary, for those beliefs as if they were the 
only truth. I often took a stand for certain new beliefs I acquired. I would 
defend them and try to make my point as strongly as possible when col-
laborating with other people. 

Over the years I have become more aware of this 
polarizing effect. I came to understand there are 
two simple reasons why my focus would nar-
row and create blind spots. The first one is the 
urge to control. With so many moving elements 
around me and me being unsure of how to con-
tribute and become an acknowledged and signif-
icant part of the organization, taking a stand on 
certain viewpoints would give me a sense of control. Along with this urge 
to control, I would act and think along the lines of competition. I would 
like to refer to this as acting and thinking out of a sense of separation 
from others, as if you’re not a collective but need to take care of yourself 
first. Which brings me to the second reason why my focus would narrow: 
acting and thinking from a sense of separation. 

I felt a pressure to perform, and I felt that my performance would be 
measured against that of other people. It became a competition for the 
benefits and rewards to be gained. You would have the possibility to get 
intrinsic motivational benefits or rewards by being acknowledged as a 
unique and extraordinary person. And then there were the extrinsic mo-
tivational rewards: the bigger car, larger office with or without the ‘door’, 
the impressive title, the access to elite meetings behind closed doors. 
These types of benefits were meant to be scarce. The top of an organi-
zation tends to be less crowded. They are also right in the face of all the 
other people, as if they are built to generate a pressurizing amount of 
competition. These extrinsic, in-your-face benefits would actually fuel 
this feeling of separation, as if you would need to fight and struggle to 
make something of yourself, competing with others.

sibility and others looked at it from the perspective of guest desirability. 
This is great example of how beliefs create blind spots. We would have 
the most exciting marital disputes trying to find common ground with 
solutions that were most desirable and at the same time executable with-
in the limits of what was possible for the hotel teams to deliver. 

I probably had most fun being responsible for Select Service lifestyle 
brands. Select Service means having small hotel teams, with limited re-
sources, deliver a stripped-down cost-efficient package of services. The 
same team, at the same time, also had to build a surprising, exciting and 
aspirational lifestyle experience. Basically, the General Manager would 
try not to burn toast while setting up breakfast for guests himself in the 
morning, while making sure his team was organized for the day. And in 
the evening, the hotel team would welcome guests and visitors to a full-
blown acoustic concert in the lobby, for which the stage had to be built 
in between day-to-day chores. A fascinating interplay between ‘how can 
we transform our lobby in an impossibly short amount of time?’ and ‘do 
the cocktails meet our brand experience standards?’. I will always have 
the utmost admiration and respect for the people I worked with back 
then. They were able to pull off the impossible. 

During my first years at headquarters, I remember Six Sigma was a big 
thing. Everyone who desired to advance their career wanted a colored 
belt. If you wanted to move up the ladder from a junior position, it was 
a blessing when you were allowed to participate in a Six Sigma course 
and earn your yellow belt. If you had ants in your pants, you would want 
a green belt after that. And eventually you would work your way up to 
black belt status. You would become a master at something which was 
very important to the organization, and it would give you status on the 
side. With a black belt you were fit to lead and manage projects.

A few years into my career at headquarters, in the customer-facing camp 
of marketeers and branding, customer journey mapping became a big 
thing, and so did everything concerning search engine optimization and 
social media strategy. The focus gravitated towards storytelling and driving 
engagement. This resulted in entertaining discussions about key perfor-
mance measurement and return on investment. Does a ‘click’, a ‘like’, a 
cheerful emoji or a good review put heads in beds, and if so … please tell 
us how many. This was topped with a new phenomenon called ‘influenc-
ers’. PR loved this stuff as well, they would play ‘who’s responsible-ping 
pong’ with the digital team. It brought in some great conversations on 

Acting and 
thinking from 
a sense of 
separation

Info

March 2022
Paperback with Flaps
208 pages
91/2  x 61/2 in
$ 24.99
ISBN 9789063696191

Another two-hour brainstorm with your team, and you are left feeling drained: nothing really 
useful came out of it. It feels like a waste of time. Why is it that so many meetings are not 
effective? We need to start working with a type of leadership that empowers from the bottom 
up instead of top-down: facilitation. In Captains of Leadership you will learn the secrets of 
facilitative leadership, which will allow you to bring co-creation to another level. No more 
wasting time during team meetings, learn how to make every shared moment count.

Alwin Put outlines a three-part approach in which he explains how to get the best and most 
out of people by working together. This book is your guide to become a facilitative leader, in 
other words: a Captain of Leadership. The three parts discuss (1) why it is worth the effort 
to develop yourself as a facilitator, (2) how to learn to work with the holy trinity of facilitation 
(guide, conduct and catalyze), and (3) how to keep the right frame of mind and a high energy 
level to get the most out of your crew.

Captains of Leadership combines elements of business, creativity, and self-awareness. It is 
an essential tool for anyone who believes in co-creation. It is both hands-on and inspiring. 
Become a Captain of Leadership: with facilitation, anyone can step up and be a leader.

Captains of Leadership
Build Your Facilitative Confidence

Related

Great Leaders 
Mix and Match,
page 20

Author

Alwin Put is a Design Thinking expert, a sought-after 
facilitator, trainer and speaker. He has a long track record 
in Marketing & Brand Strategy, working with start-ups, 
scale-ups, corporates and his own ventures. This book 
summarizes his learnings when leading co-creation sessions 
with countless people from all kinds of organizations. Put is 
a partner of the Design Thinkers Academy and lives in 
Belgium.

• On trend with the  
current focus on ecosystems  

• The author will be very involved 
in the promotion and has a background  

in marketing   

• The book is referred to in multiple 
in-company and open Design Thinking 

courses  

• The book will be endorsed  
by a group of C-level  

ambassadors 
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Info

March 2022
Boxed set
80 cards 
43/4  x 43/4 in
$ 30.00
ISBN 9789063696184

It does not matter whether you are innovating on your proposition, your team culture or 
something else. The authors Carola Verschoor and Rik de Vette view innovation as the creation, 
development, and implementation of new forms of value. It is a verb, because ultimately for 
innovation to happen, thoughts and ideas must be set in motion by doing. 

To help bring about innovation, Verschoor and de Vette created the Infinite Double Diamond 
Cards. This card deck is based on the Double Diamond of Design (created by the British Design 
Council in 2004). What makes the deck infinite is that the cards can be shuffled and re-shuffled, 
giving the innovation teams unlimited possibilities and inspiration. Infinite combinations can 
be made in the application of design thinking tools through these cards. They are easy to use, 
versatile in application, and deliver useful results time after time. 

The front of the cards contains the name of a design thinking tool, reference to the phase in 
the design process and guidelines regarding time, materials, and mindset needed. On the back, 
players will find a simple, to-the-point description of the methodologies and tools. Together, the 
cards have the structure of a recipe: “1, 2, 3 and you are done when …”.

Each card is a point in a network of alternative approaches to the issues at hand. Verschoor 
and DeVette have curated a selection of the best, most impactful methodologies and tools, 
drawing from disciplines as diverse as research, service design, experience design, business 
and growth-hacking. Because if any process could guarantee a successful outcome, life would 
be quite boring. By experimenting playfully with the Infinite Double Diamond Cards, designers 
and innovators will find new and exciting ways to address the problems they are trying to solve. 

Infinite Double Diamond Cards
Design Thinking Tools to Shuffle and Re-Shuffle

Related

Brand Vision 
Cards,
page 21

75 Tools for 
Creative Thinking,
page 30

Authors

Rik de Vette is a growthhacker, a customer developer, and a 
linchpin. He lives at the intersection of growthhacking, lean startup, 
and design thinking. After a career as a pharmacist, he transformed 
himself to a growthhacker with a passion for innovation. He was 
a corporate growthhacker at Eneco and is currently working in 
PostNL’s Innovation Studio.

Carola Verschoor is the founder and chief creative at Transfor-
mational Studio. Her mission is to (r)evolutionize change in a 
complex world and help embody the transformation we wish to see 
in business today. For more than 25 years she has worked across 
industries, developing teams, and delivering successful innovation. 
She is a thought leader on the topics of innovation, strategy, 
creativity, transformation, and (service) design for business.

• Curated by practitioners  
with extensive experience in  

innovation and design  

• Interesting for multiple audiences: 
practitioners of business, practitioners of 
design, workshop facilitators, students of 

design, innovation and user experience  

• Very strong multiplication effect  
because use is often in workshops:  

where people who use the cards  
will want to have their  

own set
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The value of 
opportunities in 
a fast changing 
world. 

What if you were to attend a hockey game where there’s no score-
board? From a spectator perspective, part of enjoying the sporting 
action is in knowing the score. In the absence of a scoreboard, how do 
you keep track of important information such as period, time left, score 
and penalties. If this information is to be announced by a representa-
tive of the arena over loudspeakers, there would be a risk of some not 
hearing it. If multiple representatives relay the information for across 
each zone of the arena, misinformation might occur.

Accounting is dead. Long live accounting.
Having no scoreboard puts the teams in a difficult position too. Not 
knowing how many seconds are left on the clock might make a coach 
pull off the goalie at the wrong moment with dire consequences. A 
scoreboard allows everyone - spectators, referees, players and coaches 
- to operate independently but in-sync. Everyone knows what’s happen-
ing at any given moment, and that information guides their respective 
decisions and actions.

Similar to hockey, organizations need metrics to understand their cur-
rent situation and prepare for the future. Focusing on a defensive strat-

     
 CHAPTER 1

CHAPTER 1
Yesterday

egy or a progressive one is enforced by a scoreboard. The results of certain actions can’t be tracked 
in the absence of that scoreboard.

 In current terms, every company has a scoreboard of a sort. In particular, without a financial ac-
counting scoreboard companies would not be meeting their legal obligations. And this accounting 
scoreboard is made up of three main documents: the profit and loss statement, the balance sheet 
and the cash-flow statement.

However, the problem with this type of score-
board is that it’s only painting half of the picture. 
And that half is very much rooted in the brick 
and mortar economy of yesterday, putting the 
service-driven digital companies of today at a 
disadvantage. In today’s marketplace this dated 
scoreboard needs an update, and investors know 
this better than anyone. The drive today is for 
information, finding a way to delve beneath the 
statistics of the past to bring an understanding 
of what is to come. After all, to quote that stan-
dard investment warning, ‘past performance is 
no guarantee of future results.’ Investors don’t 
really care about how much profit was made last 
year. If they are putting their faith in an organi-
sation they want to know what is to come.

Let’s face it, some of the IPOs and deals that we 
have seen in recent years would not have even 
been considered without a deep understanding 
of and belief in future potential. Take Uber for 
example. Despite reporting losses over the previ-
ous two years, Uber’s May 2019 IPO was report-
ed by The New York Times as valuing the 

I have a gut 
feeling that this
         could be the      
            winning                            

    point

 1

8 9

staff turnover and better qualified staff, all lead-
ing to higher productivity.

There are however blue chip organizations out 
there listing and treating their people as assets. 
These organizations are professional football 
clubs. An analysis of Manchester United PLC’s 
(Public Limited Company) 2014 annual report 
submitted to the New York Stock Exchange 
paints a clear  picture as to how players are 
treated in accounting terms and how they are 
shown as assets in the balance sheet.

From the report, it can be inferred that the ac-
counting treatment for player registrations is in 
no way different from any other capital asset. 
The cost of acquisition of a player is The cost 
of acquisition of a player is amortized over the 
period of his contract through the straight-line 
method.

It’s not realistic to hope now that banks, for ex-
ample, will start treating employees as football 
clubs treat their players. But there’s one thing 
that CFOs can start doing. They can design and 
deploy an accounting system complementing 
the financial-accounting one, geared towards 
highlighting strategic resources. These strategic 
resources will thanthen be nurtured and devel-
oped as the financial assets are.

Strategic resources  have the following attri-

butes:
- they contrib-
ute directly the 
value creation 
process. For 
example they 
file patents 
or create new 
products and 
services.
- they are 
scarce or limited. For example a telecommunica-
tion 5G license, a certain airport landing rights 
or a banking license.
- they are difficult to replicate or imitate. Com-
petitors are not able to easily imitate or copy 
them. For example Apple’s AppStore or Zappo’s 
customer service culture. Take for example the 
network & viral effects, making platforms like 
Uber, Airbnb or Spotify so successful. Therefore 
the most important aim for digital companies is 
to achieve market leadership through network 
effects, and reach a “winner-take-all” profit 
structure. For example, Facebook’s gross mar-
gin of 76% on its 2017 revenues of $46.5 billion 
illustrates just this. For the social network, ev-
ery additional dollar of revenue creates almost 
equivalent value for shareholders.

Yet there is no place in financial accounting for 
the concept of network effects, or the increase in 
the value of a resource with its use. This actually 

implies negative depreciation expense in ac-
counting terms. So the fundamental idea behind 
the success of digital companies, the increasing 
returns to scale, goes against a basic tenet of 
financial accounting, assets depreciate with use.

Enterprises operating effectively their strategic 
resources are able to consistently stay ahead of 
the game. Making their present and future com-
petitors constantly play catchup. Hence gaining 
a sustained competitive advantage.

Accounting-based financial reports 
show only the final outcome of asset 
deployment: revenue & earn-
ings.
Financial accounting is totally silent 

on the phases an asset passes through as 
it is converted back into money. Financial 
accounting is not telling any story about 
the value creation process nor the innova-
tion process used by a company to achieve 
specific revenue targets.

A great example is Dell, whose pursuit of 
RONA (return on net assets) led them to 
outsource most of their capabilities to 
ASUS. Christensen and colleagues refer to 
the Dell-ASUS story as a Greek tragedy. At 
the beginning, Dell outsourced the manu-
facturing of circuits and motherboards to 
ASUS. Later, they started outsourcing their 

supply chain management and computer design 
work. Every time Dell outsourced its capabilities 
to ASUS, its RONA numbers went up. They were 
making more money with fewer assets, which 
pleased the markets. The problem then occurred 
when ASUS decided to launch its own computers. 
This move was a blow to Dell, who no longer had 
the capabilities to respond quickly, because they 
had outsourced them to a company that then 
decided to become a competitor.

The Dell story and others like it is a valuable 
lesson for corporate leaders in the way that 
overemphasizing financial outcomes can demon- 2
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Info

March 2022
Paperback with Flaps
304 pages
71/2  x 91/2 in
$ 45.00
ISBN 9789063696207

Innovation Accounting
A Practical Guide For Measuring Your Innovation 

Ecosystem’s Performance

Authors

After co-authoring the award winning book The Corporate Startup, Dan Toma founded the 
consultancy company Outcome. Here he is helping large companies transform to be able to 
grow for the future while running their day-to-day core businesses. In this capacity he worked 
with blue chip companies around the world, most notably: Allianz, Bayer, DNB and DNV GL. 
In 2020 Toma was featured on Thinkers50 Radar List of management thinkers to watch.

Esther Gons is the founder and CEO of GroundControl. GroundControl is innovation software 
that focuses heavily on innovation accounting and helps corporate startup teams with  the 
development of new business models. They work with clients such as Schiphol Group, DHL, 
and ABN Amro. Gons is an international speaker on topics of corporate innovation, innovation 
accounting, portfolio management, and startups. She has been an entrepreneur for over 20 
years and mentored over several hundred startups, for example as investor at NEXT Startup 
Ventures, lead mentor in the Rockstart Accelerator programmes, and Lean Startup Machine 
weekends.

When a company is committed to growing through innovation – not just exploiting the 
existing business models – standard accounting documents offer insufficient and, oftentimes 
irrelevant data. Innovation Accounting is a practical guide for these companies to help them 
measure and track innovation. Most established organizations have understood the need 
to innovate and become more digital, however the management tools available to leaders 
seeking to understand the investments in innovation are lacking. Financial accounting 
in particular is difficult to use in the context of (digital) innovation. Therefore a new 
complementary system for measuring and tracking innovation is needed. 

The book provides tools, frameworks, templates, and visualizations that can be easily 
understood and applied. These can all be used by executives looking for a new way of 
measuring corporate performance in a world where accounting-recognized assets are 
becoming commodities, by investors seeking better ways of looking at a company’s growth 
potential, and by managers who need to valuate innovation product teams using more than 
just financial indicators. Innovation Accounting is an essential go-to book for anyone that 
wants to measure their company’s innovation ecosystem.

• Toma was featured on the  
Thinkers50 2020 Radar list of  
management thinkers to watch  

and he’s also a member of World  
Economic Forum’s working group on 

accelerating digital transformation  

• Unique content, no other book like this 
exist on the market. The term is used in 

other materials (such as The Lean  
Startup), but how to approach  

the topic and measure this  
innovation doesn’t exist 
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18 19ONLINE INNOVATION THE DESIGN SPRINT

WEBSITE

www.gv.com/
sprint/

HOW?

A design sprint 
is a time-

constrained, 
five-phase 

process that 
uses design 

thinking with 
the aim of 

reducing the risk 
when bringing 
a new product, 

service or a 
feature to the 

market.

WHAT?

The sprint is a 
five-day process 

for answering 
critical business 

questions 
through design, 

prototyping, 
and testing ideas 
with customers.

WHICH 
TECHNIQUES?

In a design 
sprint, we 

combine design 
thinking and 

rapid 
prototyping. We 
use most of the 

ten online 
innovation 
techniques 

throughout the 
5-day process. 

WHY?

Working 
together in a 

sprint, you can 
shortcut the 

endless-debate 
cycle and 
compress 

months of time 
into a single 

week.

WHICH 
TOOLS?

In the design 
sprint we use 

Miro or Mural as 
our digital white-

board. We use 
Zoom or Google 
meet for video 
conferencing 

and look to 
integrate other 

tools for booking 
the sessions and 
recording notes.

PITFALL?

The pitfall is 
cutting out the 

steps in the 
recipe. Only 
experienced 

sprinters should 
change this 

otherwise there 
is a risk of losing 
the effectiveness 

of the process.

DURATION?

The design 
sprint can be run 

between 3 to 5 
days depending 
on the variation 

used. In this 
book explain the 

5 day process.

TIP?

Look to have a 
second facilitator 

in the sessions 
who under-
stands the 

process. They 
can help with 
running the 
sessions and 
running the 

technical 
elements.

RESULTS?

The outputs of a 
design sprint are 

a validated 
prototype 
following 
customer 

useability tests.

METHOD 5: THE DESIGN SPRINT
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WEBSITE

www.zoom.us

www.microsoft.com/
en-ww/microsoft-

teams

ZOOM

TEAMS

WHY

A big part of Zoom’s 
appeal is simplicity. 

It’s easy to get 
started, the app is 

lightweight, and the 
interface is relatively 

intuitive to use.

It is the most popular 
platform in 

companies, and 
participants probably 

already use it. It 
allows synchronous 
and asynchronous 
working through 
chats, channels.

EASY OF USE 
FOR 

FACILITATORS

* * * * *
(out of 5 stars)

* * * * *
(out of 5 stars)

WHAT?

Microsoft Teams is a unified 
communication and collab-
oration platform combining 

videoconferencing, chat, 
and content sharing. The 

service integrates with the 
Microsoft 365 suite and has 

end-to-end security 
standards. These reasons 

made Teams very popular in 
companies and preferred 
over other cloud-based or 
open-source video confer-

encing tools. So be prepared 
to use it. There is a free 

version in which video calls 
last up to 60 minutes.

Zoom is a cloud-based 
videoconferencing tool that 
allows you to set up virtual 

video and audio 
conferencing. It has a chat 
option as well as  screen-
sharing, break-out rooms 
and other collaborative 
capabilities. For more 

interaction there is the 
option to do an online poll. 
Zoom has the Gallery View 

mode that allows you to see 
every person on the call at 

once.

FIT 
TO METHOD

Zoom is a video 
conferencing tool so 
you can use it with all 

the innovation 
methods mentioned 
for communication 
and collaboration. 

Teams is a video 
conferencing tool so 
you can use it with all 

the innovation 
methods mentioned. 
It also includes Break 

Out Rooms now.

EASE OF USE 
FOR NEW 

PARTICIPANTS

* * * * *
(out of 5 stars)

* * * * *
(out of 5 stars)

FIT TO 
TECHNIQUES

Working 
Synchronous-A-

synchronous. 
Working together-
alone during the 

videoconference by 
muting yourself. 
Using the Chat 

function. Working in 
Break Out Rooms.

On Teams, you can 
apply the following 
four techniques for 
online innovation:

Working 
Synchronous-A-
synchronous, via 
channel feature. 

Working together-
alone during the 

videoconference by 
muting yourself. 
Using the Chat 

function. Working in 
Break Out Rooms.

DEVICE 
TYPE

Mobile
Tablet

Desktop

Mobile
Tablet

Desktop

KILLER 
FEATURE

The break out rooms 
for collaboration in 
smaller teams are 

great.

A great feature is the 
use of channels for 

specific topics, e.g. to 
collaborate in for 

example the Observe 
& Learn phase of the 
FORTH innovation 

method.

AVOID 
IF

Avoid only when the 
security restrictions 
of your organisation 

don’t allow using 
Zoom.

Avoid Teams when 
you want an 

engaging user 
experience with a 
large number of 
participants. The 

gallery view is only 
limited to 9 people, 
and you will see all 
the others in small 

circles at the bottom 
of the screen. There is 

no way to take a 
group photo of the 
team or see people 

who speak less.

TECHNICAL 
REQUIREMENTS

Zoom works on 
Windows, Mac, iOS and 

Android. You can use 
the app or use it via a 

web browser

Microsoft Teams is 
browser based and 

works on desktop and 
mobile devices.

ZOOM AND MICROSOFT TEAMS

Info

February 2022
Paperback with Flaps
264 pages
71/2  x 91/2 in
$ 45.00
ISBN 9789063696214

Online Innovation inspires you with effective online collaboration tools, techniques, methods, 
and rules to kick-start you to innovate your work and your organization 100% online. That is 
why this is a practical guidebook on how to innovate online.  

After describing 10 common pitfalls, the authors share great tools and techniques that work 
in practice. They discuss the Achilles’ heel of innovating online and present 10 methodologies 
you can use for hands-on online innovation. The Lightning Decision Jam, the Design Sprint, 
and the FORTH innovation method are highlighted in the book. The authors combine these 
methodologies into a new hybrid version. At the end of the book, you will find systematic 
descriptions of 25 tools and 10 methods. These will give a clear overview that will help you to 
pick the right ones for your online innovation journey. 

Innovating online is here to stay. There is a huge increase in hybrid innovation projects, 
combining in-person and online workshops, using all the online advantages while being 
personally engaged offline. 

Online Innovation supports all professionals who want to innovate online: consultants, 
coaches, facilitators, managers, and students in design (thinking) and innovation. 

Online Innovation
Tools, Techniques, Methods and Rules to Innovate Online

Author

Gijs van Wulfen is a worldwide authority in innovation and design 
thinking. In 2005, he founded the FORTH innovation method: a 
scientifically proven methodology for the start of innovation. His book, 
The Innovation Maze (BIS Publishers), was crowned as Management 
Book of the Year in 2017. He inspires people with his keynotes, books, 
webinars, and YouTube videos in a practical way on how to be great 
innovators. Recently, van Wulfen became one the authors of the 
Future-Fit Manifesto, the successor of the Agile Manifesto.

Co-authors Maria Vittoria Colucci from Italy, Andrew Constable from 
the United Kingdom, Florian Hameister from Germany, and Rody 
Vonk from The Netherlands are all professional online innovators and 
certified facilitators of the FORTH innovation method.

• Working from home  
is an ongoing trend  

(and necessity) so innovating  
online is ‘hot’ and here to stay 

• The first “How to innovate online” book 

• Author has written the innovation 
bestseller ‘The Innovation Expedition’, 

also published by BIS Publishers 

• Author is LinkedIn influencer  
with 330k followers

Related

The Innovation 
Maze,
page 29

The Innovation 
Expedition,
page 29
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For adult readers with normal vision, type set for 
longer paragraphs of text should typically be set in 
8 to 12-point sizes.

8 pt The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
9 pt The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
10 pt The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
11 pt The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
12 pt The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.

In digital type, the em square is the design space of 
the characters. For fonts with PostScript outlines, 
the em square in most cases measures 1000 units on 
both the vertical and horizontal axis.

12 pt

1000 units 10
00 units

The point size is based on the body height. The body 
height is not the height of the letter. Back when 
fonts were cast in metal, the body height was the 
height of the piece of metal on which the letter was 
shown. 12-point type equals a 12-point em.
The em square is named after the width of the metal 
body of the capital M. 

Point size Text size

Text size

M
em square

1000 units

10
0

0
 u

n
it

s

50 51

Nunc eu mauris tristique, 
facilisis felis porta purus velit. 
   Molestie consequat phas 
sagittis lacus eget rhoncus ja. 
   Etiam dictum consequat 
tellus in efficitur que ornare.

PARAGRAPH 
BREAKS

For the text to breathe, 
most passages of text 
need paragraph breaks. 
There are multiple ways 
of adding breaks to a 
paragraph.

A first-line indent should have the same width as the 
em square. This equals the width of the uppercase 'M' 
including the side bearings. 

First-line indentation

Also called outdent, this is typically used to format 
bibliographies and other types of reference lists. 
Hanging indentations make it easier to skim the text.

A. Phasellus (0000) Hende
   at Nunc,  Eros quis arcu
   venenatis scelerisque. 
S. Nunc (0000) Dignissim    
   Pectus Lectus, Vel facilisis   
   lacus venenatis. 

Hanging indentation

The width of the em square

54 55

Never indent the text of the first line on a new page.

   Mauris maximus nunc vel 
dolor efficitur euismod. Prae-
sent turpis ipsum, commodo 
at est eget, molestie malesua-
da tellus. Sed tristique neque 
a magna facilisis, sit amet 
efficitur enim imperdiet. 

Never indent after a headline.

Quam magna
   Suscipit venenatis tincidunt 
eu, vehicula quis orci. Sed 
lacus tortor, imperdiet eget 
lorem sit amet, vestibulum 
consectetur elit. Aenean euis-
mod venenatis pretium.

Top of the page Longer paragraphs

After headline Shorter paragraphs

Longer paragraphs are typically used in novels. They 
can sometimes make the text appear less approachable 
and also more coherent.

Shorter paragraphs are often the custom on digital de-
vices, where text is read in shorter chunks. This pres-
entation style makes the text appear less cohenret.

166 167

In a four-column grid, text in bigger point sizes can 
run over two or three coloumns, while text in small 
point size can stay within one column.

The best grids help you structure the content while 
leaving a door open to creativity and fun.

Flexibility Four-column grid

Large point size 
in headlinesSmall point size 

in captions

Info

June 2022
Paperback
208 pages
73/8  x 43/4 in
$ 19.99
ISBN 9789063696221

Type Tricks: Layout Design
Your Personal Guide to Layout Design

Related

Type Tricks,
page 34

Author

Sofie Beier is a professor at the Royal Danish Academy, 
where she is head of the research unit Centre for Visibility 
Design. In addition to creating the Type Tricks series, she 
wrote the book Reading Letters: Designing for Legibility 
(2012) and has published numerous academic papers on 
typeface legibility. Her research is focused on improving the 
reading experience by achieving a better understanding of 
how different typefaces and letter shapes can influence the 
way we read. 

Type Tricks: Layout Design is the follow-up to Type Tricks and the second book in the trilogy 
of user manuals about typography related matters. The first book was about type design, the 
second book is about type layout and the final book will be about type usability. Sometimes 
you do not have the time to read a book cover to cover, but you simply are looking for some 
main pointers to help you move forward. This book is precisely for these kinds of situations. 

The book covers both key typography rules as well as the underlying structure of the working 
process in layout design. In an illustrative format and easily accessible style, it presents the 
different stages of working with typography. The collection of rules provides more than 200 
tips for creating readable layouts and typography settings. The book touches on matters 
of typography for both print and digital media: from letter spacing, paragraph breaks, text 
adjustment, leading, emphasis, hierarchy to grid systems.

Layout guidelines are difficult to remember, but with this book you do not have to know them 
all by heart. The format is small and handy, so you can always have it on hand when you need 
to check the rules. Type Tricks: Layout Design takes its outset in the author’s experience as 
a teacher of typography, her practical experience with designing layouts and her academic 
research into improving reading through good typography. 

• Sequel to ‘Type Tricks:  
Your Personal Guide to Type  

Design’, which is the first title of  
the series and received good reviews  
on Amazon and has been translated  

into three other languages 

• Author is professor and a well-known 
legibility researcher within the design 

community  

• Author is a regular speaker at 
typography conferences 
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YOUR FIRST NAME CAN INFLUENCE THE WAY OTHER PEOPLE 
PERCEIVE YOUR AGE AND PERSONALITY, AND HOW GOOD THEY THINK 

YOU ARE AT YOUR JOB.

A BRAIN SCAN CAN REVEAL 
YOUR FRIENDS.

IF YOU COMPARED THE BRAIN ACTIVITY OF TWO FRIENDS, THEY 
WOULD APPEAR MORE SIMILAR THAN THE BRAIN ACTIVITY OF 
TWO STRANGERS. THAT‘S ESPECIALLY TRUE FOR BRAIN REGIONS 
THAT CONTROL CONCENTRATION, EMOTION AND LANGUAGE. THE 

SIMILARITIES BETWEEN FRIENDS ARE SO STRONG THAT YOU COULD 
TELL WHETHER TWO PEOPLE WERE FRIENDS OR NOT.

IF YOU START OUT WITH 
A PLAN B, YOUR PLAN A 
IS DESTINED TO FAIL.

PSYCHOPATHS HAVE A BELOW-AVERAGE INTELLIGENCE.

ASTRONAUTS GROW IN SPACE.

BOTOX AS AN ANTIDEPRESSANT?

A META STUDY OF SAFETY SURVEILLANCE DATA SUGGESTED THAT 
BOTOX COULD BE USED TO TREAT PEOPLE SUFFERING WITH SOME 
FORMS OF DEPRESSION. WHEN INJECTED IN THE FOREHEAD, WHERE 
PEOPLE FROWN, PEOPLE WERE LESS ABLE TO DRAW THEIR EYEBROWS 

TOGETHER AND LOOK SO UNHAPPY. THE DATA SUGGESTED THAT 
WHEN A PATIENT‘S FACIAL EXPRESSION IS LESS SAD, THEY HAVE 

FEWER NEGATIVE FEELINGS. THEY MAY EVEN FEEL BETTER. BUT AS 
SCIENTISTS LIKE TO SAY: FURTHER STUDIES ARE NEEDED!

Info

May 2022
Hardback
160 pages
63/4  x 43/4 in
$ 19.99
ISBN 9789063696238

People Facts
An Extraordinary List of Strange and 

Wildly Witty Things About You

Author

After studying Communication Design in Cologne, Franziska Liebig founded the photo 
agency Edith images, a platform for analogue and artistic photography. She also worked 
as a freelancer in the cultural industry and did graphic design for theater companies and 
foundations. Since 2015 she has worked as Art Director in a German fashion company. 
She also holds an honorary position as a lay judge at the Cologne Regional court.

Julian Reale studied media and cultural studies in Dusseldorf. After working in the cultural 
industry in New York City, he worked in a software design agency on conceptions of 
digital appearances for international clients. For several years, he has been working as an 
audience researcher for a global news provider. He lives in Cologne.

People do the weirdest things, do we not? Have you ever wondered why? Have you ever tried 
to figure out why you do the things you do, or why your friends are who they are? Have you ever 
wondered if cats can be allergic to people or why men are more likely to dream of other men 
than women? Have you ever thought about strange human behaviors, like why is it easier for 
people to fall in love on holiday? Then People Facts is definitely for you.

The book deals with 100+ bizarre, revealing and funny facts about humans, which can be 
weirdly informative and wildly witty! Whether they are biological, psychological, cultural, or 
natural; in this beautifully illustrated volume, the craziest aspects of human evolution are 
gathered.

So, if you want to know why your feet are the most honest body part, why most people 
overestimate themselves and their abilities, or how a brain scan can reveal what kind of 
friends you have, you should definitely open this book. Enjoy!

• Cross-cultural  
corresponding to the zeitgeist 

• Strong gift book potential 
• Relate to people’s curiosity about 

themselves and is suitable for a broad  
target group  

• Stand-alone illustrations and cover  

• Beautifully uniquely  
illustrated 
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Info

April 2022 
Hardback
248 pages
111/4  x 83/8 in
$ 40.00
ISBN 9789063696276 

Burp
The Other Wine Book

Author

Bas Korpel is a storyteller, vinologist, and copywriter. Ever since 2011 his work has focused 
on the world of wine. He works as a commercial wine writer, critic, and columnist. Previously, 
Korpel worked for several advertising agencies in Amsterdam and has a background in 
Hospitality Management. 

By the time Jur Baart was 12 years old, he knew he wanted to be in the creative business. 
Currently, he is the owner of multi-award-winning agency Fitzroy, co-founder of Brave The 
Sea, Business Angel at several startups and board member of the Esprix Awards. In his spare 
time he paints and illustrates. Baart developed the concept for Burp and illustrated the book 
throughout.

The photography in the book is by Danny Griffioen. Griffioen established himself as an 
Amsterdam-based photographer after a page-wide portrait on the front page of Die Zeit. 
He also started working as a film director in 2018.

“I like the idea that wine can entertain and make you smile. That’s why I’m looking forward to 
receiving my copy of Burp, which focuses on the design and the stories behind the labels.” – 
Tim Atkin, wine writer, critic and Master of Wine  

There is a story behind every bottle of wine. As a winemaker, you can make a statement 
with your label. It is the showcase of your company. And more importantly, it can persuade 
consumers to buy your product. The label should be in line with the wine you can expect in 
your glass. This is why Jur Baart and Bas Korpel decided to write Burp, because they strongly 
believe that a wine tastes better when you know the story behind it. 

In the book, 40 wines are presented, each with a distinct label and a matching story. The 
selection of wines does not focus on the vinification technique but on the labels of the bottles. 
What is striking, however, is the exceptionally high proportion of natural wines. It seems this 
group of winemakers (in some cases new to the profession) is paying more attention to how 
their products are presented to their customers. Yet Burp also includes a number of all-time 
classics that should not be missed – essential not only in this book, but also in your wine 
cellar. 

Just like folk tales, the stories behind the wine are often passed on – and sometimes spiced 
up in the retelling. Rest assured that this also happens with the stories in this book. Burp will 
give you lots of new anecdotes to tell while drinking your next bottle of wine. 

• 40 stories about  
40 different wines 

• Various famous and well-known 
winemakers and producers included, such 
as, Château Mouton Rothschild, Pol Roger, 

Marqués de Riscal, Angelo Gaja, Telmo 
Rodriguez and Francis Ford Coppola 

• Perfect for wine lovers, people  
who like storytelling, but also for  

people interested in strong  
photography and design 
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Info

October 2021
Boxed set
2 x 30 cards
51/8  x 4 in 
$  19.99 
ISBN 9789063696061

Related

Drag Queen Memory Game is a fun game that shows queens in and out of drag. The vibrant 
photographs explore the different clothing style and make-up presenting the wide array 
of subcultures within the drag world. The before-and-after photos are taken in the same 
environment to allow easier recognition when picking sets of two. Enter the world of the Dutch 
Drag Queens and discover who your favorite is. 

Twins Memory 
Game,
page 39

• Very strong gift potential,  
the drag queen culture is  

very popular 

• All people portrayed have a large 
social media following  

• The Dutch version of Ru Pauls Drag 
Race came out in 2021 

• Previous memory game title  
Twins Memory Game was  

very successful 

Drag Queen Memory Game

Authors

Maaike Strengholt is a creative and cultural programmer 
and producer for festivals, theater and Amsterdam 
nightlife. She is also a clothing and props designer for 
photography, film and theater. She studied at the Design 
Academy in Eindhoven. 

Dim Balsem graduated from The Hague academy 
in 2009. He has an associative, raw, and sleek style. 
His main interest is humans. He makes associative 
documentary work depicting masculinity, femininity, self 
reflection, beauty, and personality.
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3. BRAND
PERSONAL
////////////////

We all have a personal brand, but some of us just are not in 
control of it. So let’s take back control, because your brand 
is your secret super power. It's the core identity that will be 
brought to life in all your communications. It's distinctly you. 
It's like Superman wearing his underpants on the outside, kinda... 
To ensure you are progressing with purpose, here we follow 
the simple steps required to build and grow your brand, we 
establish your focus for thought leadership and we identify ways 
to connect your personal and business brands. Have I said 
'brand' enough yet?

//////////////////////////// coming up
/ BRAND BUILDING / the why, how and what of establishing and building your brand  

/ THOUGHT LEADERSHIP / finding space for you to dominate with your ideas 

/ PERSONAL + BUSINESS / connecting the two brands for greater mutual impact

In a fast paced and competitive professional world, how can 
you stand out from the crowd? What will make you shine above 
other candidates for a job, take your team to new heights or 
help your enterprise find its voice? Personal branding helps 
steer your career success and establishes you as a leader, 
allowing you to make a greater positive impact in the world. 
And yet how many of us have stopped to ask ourselves, ‘What 
is my personal brand?’

When I was a younger, aspiring PR consultant looking for my next 
promotion, my manager would advise me to identify my personal 
brand, so that I would become respected by my peers, sought 
after by our clients and ultimately so the company leadership was 
left with no doubt that I deserved to take the next step. It was 
a useful process to stop and think ‘what do I want to be known 
for, and what am I missing?’, and it’s now something I stop to ask 
myself regularly, to ensure my brand is up to date and reflects 
where I want to be, professionally.

/BUILDING 
YOUR BRAND

One of my early PR clients was a leading branding agency —
named the most creative company in the world. It was my job to 
tell the story of why they were the best and as I immersed myself 
in their work, I learned more about the subtlety and power of the 
correct brand development; how the right strapline can help you 
leapfrog your competitors, but how a single errant tweet could 
take it all away.

In my work now specialising in communications for positive 
social and environmental change, I frequently see where 
personal brands can take both organisations and individuals. 
And whilst ‘branding’ may seem to some people focused on 
positive impact as a ‘nice to do’, I hope this article gives some 
sense of how important this topic is and how to apply it. I hope 
it finds its way to many aspiring changemakers, and that many 
more of us who are passionate about change, get serious about 
branding.

So, what is a ‘personal brand’?
When I ask people to tell me what they think a ‘brand’ is, the 
common answers include ‘a recognisable logo’ or ‘a clear offer’, 
and there’s some truth in that simple take, so let’s start there. And 
let’s take Nike, Innocent and Virgin as three examples.

For each, we have an immediate association with what they do 
and how we feel about them. Nike is very clearly a sporting goods 
manufacturer, but the brand offers a lifestyle association; a tribe 
that makes us feel like an athlete when we lace up those trainers. 
Innocent provides healthy drinks and we accept their sometimes 
higher price point as we associate them with a trusted quality and 
a playful identity that reflects our vision of ourselves. And whilst 
Virgin offers everything from flights to broadband and banking, 
their brand stands for none of these - it offers us a mark of a 
fresh, exciting take on established consumer services. Through 
all these brands, one of the most powerful ideas behind each is 
the promise of consistency - we know what we will get.

None of our associations with these brands is by chance, but is the 
result of vast investments in visual, written and experiential brand 
opportunities. And whilst we might not have these budget as indi-
viduals, we must play the same game. Are we a tribal leader like 
Nike, a trusted and likeable Innocent or do we stand for entrepre-
neurship and enterprise rather than a single product, like Virgin?

Now let’s look at some individuals with strong personal brand — 
Mark Zuckerberg, Elon Musk and, yes, even Donald Trump.

Each also offers a specific promise of services / actions, and a 
personality - whether we like them or really really hate them —
brought to life through their public image and communications 

A BRAND IS THE 
PERCEPTION 

OF A  
PROMISE 

MADE BY A  
PERSONALITY

/WRITING 
SUMMARY
DIFFICULT: Good copy should be easy to read, easy to under-
stand and easy to act on. Keep it tight and bright. 

DENSE: If your reader runs into a thick wall of text they’ll be 
knocked unconscious. Break it up with formatting and headings, 
and use subtle transitions to guide them along. 

DEAD: Persuasive writing is lively and a joy to read, so have con-
viction and keep it active to keep them interested. Spot the pas-
sive by asking ‘Can I add ‘by zombies’ after this?’ 

DULL: Try selling the prospect, not the product - get across the 
opportunity for the reader and make them feel powerful. The tone 
should be human, relatable and popping with passion. 

DJARGON: (Yes, a silent ‘D’…) Write like a human (how they really 
speak), not an institution, if you want to be heard and to engage. 

DUMBASS: Grammar is essentially the difference between know-
ing your shit and knowing you’re shit. So avoid the dumbass mis-
takes - ensure consistency of style and triple check for errors. 

DEFECTIVE: You must know who your audience is and where 
they will read the copy before you write.

You hear a lot about content, but how can you evidence the au-
thority of your brand and position yourself as a thought leader 
if you don’t produce content. Writing blogs and articles about 
issues related to our work shows we have ideas and are indus-
trious. Sharing tools and resources makes it clear we are skilled 
and able. It might be a simple blog on a professional lesson you 
learnt from an event you attended, or it might be a more provoc-
ative or personal take on a topical issue, posted to tie in with an 
established diary date. 

It may help to develop a simple personal marketing planner- laying 
out the key dates related to your brand. This could include events 
you’re attending, speaking opps, dates you want to post blogs... 
then fill the gaps. Remember that beyond places like LinkedIn, 
there’s a load of great platforms to share your ideas like Medium, 
Vice, and many more specifically related to your trade and indus-
try. Whatever content you produce just make sure it is related to 
your brand promise, in your tone, accessible and shareable. And 
always ask yourself before crafting content, ‘what do I want peo-
ple to do when they read this?’, whether it’s buying your services 
or simply acting more socially responsible.

“IF YOU WAIT FOR 
INSPIRATION TO WRITE, 
YOU’RE NOT A WRITER,
YOU’RE A WAITER”
– DAN POYNTER

Related

Info

October 2021
Paperback
208 pages
83/8  x 53/4 in
$ 14.99
ISBN 9789063696115

23 Innovations  
in Digital 
Communication, 
page 28

Author
 
Adam Stones is an award-winning writer and communications 
strategist working exclusively with people and brands making 
a positive impact. After several years in UK national media, he 
worked for two of London’s leading communications agencies: 
Burson Cohn & Wolfe and Forster Communications. In 2016, he 
moved to Amsterdam and established his own purpose-focused 
enterprise, A’DAM Communications.

When you want to change the world, how do you bring the world on board? Influence will 
improve the communications skills of changemakers, disruptors, and entrepreneurs to 
increase their effectiveness and impact. It breaks down the essential skills needed and 
provides guidance and tools to learn, practice, and excel. It is your go-to communications 
coach.

Influence brings together what you need to know to get your message out there. Practical 
exercises and games will strengthen your confidence in the skills you learn. This is all 
supported by stories from leaders who have ‘been there’ and improved their communications 
to great effect, as well as pro tips from renowned communications experts. 

The book guides you on a journey to first understand what you can gain, then set your game 
plan. You do this before learning the essential communications skills needed and how to 
master them with confidence. Discover how to find your purpose, brand yourself as a leader, 
write with authority, speak powerfully, own every media interview, unleash the power of 
storytelling, and more.

Influence
Powerful Communications, Positive Change

Pitching Ideas, 
page 31

• The subject matter is in  
rapidly increasing demand from 

surge in purpose-led business and 
entrepreneur focuses  

• Practical exercises and summary 
sections make it a perfect learning 

companion  

• Author has won awards for  
both journalism and PR 
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DESIGN INNOVATION

INTEGRATION

DO!
FOLD, BEND THIS BOOK. 

LIMBER UP THAT 
SPINE.

240 
PAGES

X

X

DO!
HAVE A DRINK!

(IF IT'S IN MUG COLLEGES WILL 
ASSUME IT'S COFFEE)

X

Design Innovat ion & Integrat ion 

Start at the beginning or at the end or even in the middle. 

No light bulbs, No post-it note activities, No answers - just more questions 
DOCUMENT EVERYTHING!

DO!
MAKE MISTAKES. 

HOW ELSE WILL YOU KNOW 
THAT YOU'RE LEARNING? 

DO! 
WRITE NOTES

SPACE IS PROVIDED 
FOR THIS EXACT REASON

DO!
JOIN THE DOTS

DOODLE OVER THE PAGES

DO NOT !
COMPLETE TOOLS WITHOUT FIRST ASKING: 

WHAT'S THE PURPOSE OF THIS TOOL?

X

X

X

X

EVERY OFFICE HAS A RAT!
YOU'VE BEEN WARNED 

X

BE A FOX! 

X

FIND THE 'PERFECT' PEN!
WE CAN RECOMMEND 

UNI-BALL MIRCO DELUXE - 
EXPENSIVE BUT WORTH IT

��

STRATEGIC

STRATEGIC VISION DIRECTIVE(S)
The overall vision and value proposition of an 
organisation—describing the organisation’s strategic 
direction, it’s appetite for change or innovation, and 
its risk aversion. 

The organisation’s directives which denote that the 
organisation’s people are accountable in 
demonstrating and practicing design.

Does the organisation have a vision for the 
future (an aim or mission)?

Does the organisation have appetite for 
change or innovation?

Are the organisation’s people held 
accountable in practicing design?

Are there key performance indicators which 
detail design practice?

Are there roles in the organisation which reflect 
design practice?

OPERATIONAL

FACILITIES CULTURAL CAPITAL
The organisation’s facilities, referring to the extent to 
which it supports emerging design initiatives (with a 
focus on the physical environment and resources). 

The capacity of the organisation’s people in practicing 
design—i.e. their knowledge of how to practice design and 
their understanding of the value it o�ers.

Is design given a space within the 
organisation?

Are the required resources for design 
provided?

Do the organisation’s people know how to 
practice design?

Do the organisation’s people understand the 
value design offers?
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1. STRATEGIC VISION

STRATEGIC VISION

3. DIRECTIVE(S)

5. FACILITIES

7. CULTURAL CAPITAL

The capacity of the organisation’s people in practicing design—i.e. 
their knowledge of how to practice design and their understanding of 
the value it offers.

• Does the organisation have a vision for the future?
• Does the organisation have appetite for change or innovation?

The organisation’s facilities, referring to the extent to which it supports 
emerging design initiatives (with a focus on the physical environment 
and resources). 

• Is design given a space within the organisation?
• Are the required resources for design provided?

The organisation’s directives which denote that the organisation’s 
people are accountable in demonstrating and practicing design. Are:

• The organisation’s people held accountable in practicing design?
• There key performance indicators which detail design practice?
• There roles in the organisation which reflect design practice?

The overall vision and value proposition of an 
organisation—describing the organisation’s strategic direction, it’s 
appetite for change or innovation, and its risk aversion. 

• Does the organisation have a vision (aim/mission) for the future?
• Does the organisation have appetite for change or innovation?

Why is the organisation’s vision 
what it is? How can this vision 
better align to stakeholder needs?

How can the organisation leverage 
its directives to exemplify its vision?

How can the organisation use its 
vision to inform the design of its 
spaces and the resources it 
provides?

How can the organisation’s cultural 
capital help to frame its vision?

2

DIRECTIVE(S) FACILITIES CULTURAL CAPITAL

How can the organisation’s vision 
be used to inform the directive(s) 
given to staff?

How can the organisation’s vision 
be reflected in the spaces and 
resources it provides?

How can the organisation’s vision 
be communicated to its people?

Why are the organisation’s current 
directive(s) given? Are there 
mechanisms ensuring these 
directive(s) are followed?

How can the organisation leverage 
its directive(s) to improve its 
environment?

How can the organisation’s 
directive(s) be used to shape its 
cultural capital?

How can the organisation better 
equip its people (through 
resources and spaces) to follow the 
directive(s) given?

Why are the organisation’s facilties 
the way they are? How can they be 
improved?

How can the organisation’s 
environment best serve its people?

How can the organisation’s people 
be supported to follow the 
directive(s) given?

How can the organisation’s cultural 
capital inform the design of its 
spaces and the acquisition of 
resources?

Why is the organisation’s cultural 
capital in its current state and 
composition? Does it reflect the 
organisation’s needs?

4
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Little is known about the lasting effects of design thinking inside organisations as current focus 

remains on the principles and practices of its methods. Part 1 of this book provides an easily 

accessible overview of the design innovation process, along with a wide range of methods and tools 

that can be applied across different contexts. Design innovation is the creation of novel solutions 

– this could include a product, service, business model or any other output emerging from design. 

Design innovation as a process considers the: 

���� organisation

���� customer

���� wider social and industry context. 

This process is supported by a set of tools, and this book provides activities to help the reader better 

understand the purpose and underlying theory for each tool. We don’t just cover how to use these 

tools, but also why these tools should be used in the first place. The book is designed as a learning 

resource, with the first chapter scaffolding the reader’s understanding of the theory and evolution of 

design innovation. Each element of a design innovation process is then detailed, along with some 

examples of corresponding tools. Each tool is explained with   

���� a small theoretical background 

���� its placement in the overall process

���� step-by-step instructions for use. 

A ready-to-use template for reproduction under the creative commons licence can be found at the 

back of this book.

Design integration is the long-term adoption of design innovation within an organisation. This 

part of the book introduces the reader to the principles of design leadership, thinking styles 

and innovation, the organisational conditions required for design, and the general structure of 

design interventions. With this knowledge, the reader can strategically lead and apply design in a 

workplace. Design leaders seeking to undertake design integration within their organisations are 

provided with a process to follow, and with tips to overcome the potential challenges they might 

face. Different thinking styles are examined to demonstrate outcomes from the different approaches 

to innovation and how they can be applied to elevate an organisation’s competitive position our 

organisational conditions required for design integration are detailed and e so the reader can easily 

identify design’s relationship to the strategic aspects of an organisation. Checklists and bullet points 

allow for quick reference to key learnings for each section. Part 2 is written to serve as a reference 

for design leaders seeking to integrate design into their business practices. This part of the book 

is unique in providing insights on implementing design innovation within organisations, including: 

���� receiving the support of upper management

���� developing strong leadership skills

���� empowering staff with the appropriate skills and the mentality to embrace a culture of   

innovation.

Design as a discipline is historically defined as the process of planning and creating 

ideas and implementing these ideas to improve the artificial environment. Our 

landscape is constantly changing due to technology trends and advancements, 

customer demands and global competition. Of course, adapting to these changes 

requires new approaches and disciplines to emerge. This book presents our current 

knowledge surrounding design’s value to business, which has been shaped by our 

engagements with industry and the research discoveries of recent decades. It outlines 

the new thinking required in a design process to address current and future challenges, 

highlighting adaptations and challenging the current design thinking process. To 

do this, we explore how decisions are actioned in organisations implementing such 

processes.

Design thinking has been adopted as a tool for innovation in a range of organisations. 

But treating design a checklist (where the practitioner works through a series tools 

in a process) will not lead to the implementation of innovative outcomes or strategic 

change within an organisation. There is a need for more explicit guidance in the form 

of learning resources, as well as approaches that support organisations in applying 

and implementing design innovation. This is the first book to provide both a theoretical 

and practical understanding of design innovation and design integration. 

FORE
WORD

�4
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Authors

Dr Straker, Professor Wrigley and Dr Nusem form the Design 
Innovation research group at the University of Sydney, Australia. 
They research the value that design holds to business. 

Dr Karla Straker is an experienced researcher and lecturer. She is 
the Program Director of the university-wide major in Design. 

Dr Cara Wrigley is Professor Design Innovation, residing within the 
School of Architecture, Design and Planning.

Dr Erez Nusem is a Lecturer and Program Director of the Master in 
Design at the School of Architecture, Design and Planning. 

Design Innovation and Integration is more than a toolkit, it is a guidebook for the industry 
leaders of today and tomorrow. It provides a holistic understanding of the approaches, 
practices, and tools required to go beyond creative ideas and to integrate design strategically 
within an organization.

Novel solutions are required to meet complex problems, however, understanding how to make 
these solutions a reality is rarely addressed nor readily understood. This book expands upon 
existing design toolkits by providing a deeper understanding of the principles and practices of 
methods and aligning tools. The aim is not only equipping the reader with a list of design tools 
but for them to apply and adapt them to best suit their needs and context. 

A number of diverse company case studies are used throughout the book to explain the use 
of individual tools and describe the more complex process of design integration, highlighting 
common pitfall, and opportunities. Structured into two key parts, i) Design Innovation 
and ii) Design Integration, the reader can quickly and easily resource a tool, gain a deeper 
understanding of the theory of Design Innovation, or develop a design intervention within their 
own organization. 

Design Innovation and Integration

Strategic Design, 
page 32

This is Service 
Design Thinking, 
page 29

Related

• The book is written by  
designers for non-designers,  

providing custom-designed templates  
to guide the practical application of  

each tool 

• A ready-to-use blank template for 
reproduction under the creative  

commons licence can be found at the 
back of the book 

• Designed as a  
learning resource
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 |  39 38  |  2. GRUNDELEMENTE UND GRUNDFORMEN

The foundations of design are shaped by
↗  the psychology of perception and/or Gestalt psychology and Gestalt laws 
↗ the neurosciences.

The Gestalt laws were formulated in the 19th century by German Gestalt psy-
chologists based on empirical studies.3 The neuronal processes in perception did 
not come into the equation until the 20th century, above all through imaging 
techniques. Up to the present day, Gestalt laws are implemented in design pra-
xis, but are also applied in the automated perception of objects using artificial 
intelligence.

Human perception comes from our five senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, 
touching and tasting. More than 50% of the human brain is used to analyze and 
interpret visual stimuli. Optical stimuli hit the retina of the eye, are translated 
into nerve impulses and processed by the brain. This sounds simple, but the ex-
act way in which the brain processes optical information has not yet been ful-
ly researched. Not only the biological sensory system is involved in the process 
of perception, our previous experiences and our own psychological makeup play 
a role. In Constructivism, a philosophical school within epistemology, it was 
postulated that each of us “constructs” the world in our own head.

In one experiment, kittens were exposed for months to an environment consis-
ting only of horizontal stripes. Afterwards, they were unable to perceive of ver-
tical elements in a room such as chair legs and they bumped into them. As a 
result of the experiment conditions, their brains had not developed any direc-
tion-sensitive neurons that reacted to vertical stripes.4 So how we perceive so-
mething not only has to do with external stimuli, but also with our sensory sys-
tem, which is shaped by our previous experiences.

Although it is clear that our brain reacts to perceptual stimuli and that its struc-
ture changes by being exposed to repetitive impressions, it is less known that 
we can also influence the neuronal plasticity of the brain, for example through 
meditation, which increases the density of neurons in the hippocampus. What 
that means is that we can change the way our brain works just by using the po-
wer of our imagination. If we allow our way of seeing things to be guided, we 
will see our surroundings with “new” eyes and to quote Wassily Kandinsky: “If 
the point of departure is correct and the direction well chosen, the goal cannot 
be missed”.5 

2.03 Still from an animation
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3.01 Architectural model of  

German Embassy in Tiflis, 

by Wulf Architekten, Stutt-

gart, Germany

   113 112 | COLOR

Colour collages that contain textures  

and implied images are a professional  

approach in designing. Common goals  

of these collages include client cus-

tomization and colour range display. 

1.3 Moodboards
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technical

advanced

young

cozy

1.1 Color mood

4.2  Color perception and color symbolism 
How we interpret a color depends on many different 
factors. But we can differentiate the following two  
external and internal determinants. 

Individual filters
 ↗ Cultural and social context 
 ↗ Physiology of perception (eye and brain)

Influencing factor
 ↗ Lighting variations, including geographical conditions
 ↗ Interaction with adjacent and surrounding colors

1.2 Collages

Working in mixed-nationality teams is an established practice in media 
and the IT industry that can be exciting but also challenging. Our varied 
cultural imprints are refl ected in our daily behavior, nonverbal commu-
nication, and especially in our value systems.

“A job well done” is highly valued in all industrial nations, but how you 
target and achieve your goals is assessed di� erently. While nations of 
Northern Europe and North America are recognized as “task-oriented”, 
nations of Southern Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia are deemed 
to be more “relationship-oriented”.  Understanding and accepting 
such di� erent value systems are essential when working together on 
international teams. 

A number of years ago in Yogyakarta, an Indonesian city on Java, I visit-
ed a friend of mine who has lived there for many years. Shortly before 
returning home I wanted to purchase gifts, preferably o�  the beaten 
path of typical tourists.

We entered a shop and I jumped right into collecting all my souve-
nirs. My friend instead was chatting with the shop owner about her 
business, family and grandchildren. I fi nished my shopping quickly and 
stood there waiting for her. I felt like we were wasting time talking to a 
stranger. When we left the shop she scolded me, and I learned my fi rst 
lesson on relationship-oriented communication. 

5 INTERCULTURAL PROJECTS

 |  27 26  |  1.8 SIGNS IN CONTEXT OF SOCIAL DESIGN

1  Please describe your educational background, including your studies, 
work/study, and travel. 

I was born in Israel and grew up in a crisis-torn region there, and 
experienced several wars in my youth, such as the Six-day War 
when I was ten years old. On the other hand, I was brought up in 
a household where it was very normal to fix things, as my father 
worked in construction. I was taught by my parents to make the 
world a better place. After I was in the military for 4 years, I trav-
eled in the United States for a year. It was there that I discovered 
photography and its importance for me. I started to study Visual 
Communications in my twenties and graduated with a BFA when 
I was 26. I worked in several agencies before establishing my own 
agency in 2001. My political poster art developed parallel to that, 
as well as my comprehensive worldwide teaching. 

2    What countries or cultures have you worked with closely and/or lived 
in? Have you had formative experiences in other cultures?

Communication - and language in particular - is a very important 
factor in my worldwide workshops. I communicate a lot with my 
students. I speak English, German, French and Hebrew and don’t 
need a translator in most of the countries I teach in. But in some 
countries, such as Mexico, Turkey, Korea and others, students are 
not really fluent in English and I have to use translators. This is 
practical but makes the communication less direct and authentic, 
and only a part of the message is conveyed. My most formative ex-
periences have been in Poland, as their visual culture - mainly in 
poster design - feels very close to my own art. It’s almost as if the 
design there shares my own DNA.

3 What did you know about these countries/cultures before you started 
working together?

In my school days I was already exposed and influenced by late- 
seventies poster art from Poland; it’s Polish School of Poster. I was 
also influenced later in my design studies by the illustrator Sey-
mour Chwast and his strong iconic visual language. As a designer, 
you have to be curious and to expand your horizons. Before I teach 
in another country with a culture that I don’t know much about, I 
read as much as I can. 

Yossi Lemel
Studied at Bezalel Academy of Arts and  
Design, Jerusalem, Israel
Currently Senior Lecturer at Holon Institute 
of Technology
2001 Established Lemel Cohen Creative  
Factory, Tel Aviv Yafo, Israel

1.21 Poster “Stay home” by Yossi Lemel, 2020

1.22 Poster  “Super hero doctors” by Yossi Lemel, 2020
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Intercultural Design Basics is an intercultural and innovative approach to design education. A 
unique companion app ensures relevance for a young technology-minded target group.

The book gives intercultural insights when discussing the basic principles of design, 
typography, and color theory. It incorporates contrasting ideas on design and various design 
teaching methods. Creative voices of well-known and not yet discovered designers from 
Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia will help expand your horizons.

Through examples of intercultural design workshops, it inspires collaboration with 
international teams. Practical methods used in these international perspectives encourage the 
development of cultural and social awareness and inspire different design styles to help you 
perceive cultural diversity.

An app is also created to work hand in hand with Intercultural Design Basics. The pair make the 
theoretical background of the book visually and auditorily intriguing and engaging by using AR, 
animations, games, and videos. 

Intercultural Design Basics
Advancing Cultural and Social Awareness Through Design

Politics of Design,  
page 32

• Companion app enhances  
the book’s content, creating a highly  

engaging and intriguing format 

• Unique combination of design  
methodology and cultural awareness 

• Strong intercultural insights from 
global professionals

RelatedAuthor

Susanne P. Radtke is a professor for Graphic and Media 
Design at Ulm University of Applied Sciences, Germany. She 
is co-author of Textbook for Visual Media Design, which is 
required reading at many German design schools. She set 
up her graphic design office in 1987 and now has bases in 
Berlin and Ulm. 

Since 2009, Radtke has been developing and running 
intercultural design workshops, mainly in Southeast Asia 
and the USA. Her research field is naturally connected with 
her intercultural design workshops. She has participated in 
design and education conferences in Asia and Europe, and 
has published papers on those proceedings. Radtke has vast 
experience in international design education.
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The Nest Learning Thermostat is an example 
of a value proposition that integrates multiple 
design strategies. Two of them have a key role 
in the thermostat’s positioning: cost savings 
and simplicity.

When Nest launched in 2011, most thermos-
tats were ugly white plastic boxes with black 
and white screens and lots of buttons hidden 
behind a cover. They were difficult to program. 
Most consumers never altered settings after 
installation, even though their lives might have 
changed. As a result, energy got wasted, and 
bills were higher than needed.

Nest changed all this. They created a thermos-
tat that stood out in simplicity. A simple design, 

a clean interface and no need to program an-
ything. It programs itself based on your living 
pattern and helps you to save energy, and 
therefore costs, in the simplest way possible.

The design strategies reduce anxiety (#3), in-
form (#5), personalization (#13) and anytime 
anywhere (#17) add value, but are not core to 
the positioning of the value proposition. One 
other design strategy strongly contributed to 
Nest’s success: Familiar design, #12 in the Re-
duce resistance part of this book. 

Nest chose a design that people knew: it looks 
like a hugely popular Honeywell thermostat 
launched in 1953, the T86 Round. It’s a beau-
tiful big round object on your wall that you 
simply turn left or right to change the tem-
perature. This iconic design subconsciously 
communicated to consumers that the Nest 
Learning Thermostat, although packed with 
new technology, was as simple to use as the 
thermostat from the 50’s. Of course, Honey-
well was unhappy that Nest hijacked their de-
sign and came out as the leader of a whole 
new product category: smart thermostats. In 
2014, they launched the Lyric thermostat with 
a similar design, but never managed to equal 
Nest’s success. That same year, Google acqui-
red Nest for $3.2 billion.

B8 Personalization
Nest thermostat learns what temperatures you like at 
different times of the day. After a few days of learning, 
your thermostat will prepare a schedule for you. It 
automatically adapts as your life and the seasons 
change.Users can personalize the screen so that, when 
it lights up as you walk in the room, it shows you what 
you like: the temperature, weather, or time. You can even 
choose a digital or analog clock face.

R12 
Familiar 
design
The design builds on the iconic 
design of the T86 Round, a popular 
Honeywell thermostat launched 
in 1953. It makes people forget 
about the technology inside; they 
intuitively understand that it is easy 
to use.

B13 
Cost 
savings
It discovers patterns in your 
habits and programs itself to 
fit your lifestyle. And if you’re 
away, it turns itself down. Users 
save up to 12% on heating bills 
and 15% on cooling bills. In 
under two years, it can pay for 
itself. It helps family members 
to save even more. Change the 
temperature to save energy, 
and you’ll be rewarded with a 
Leaf. The Leaf learns how to 
help you save, so it appears 
at different temperatures for 
different families.

B11 Simplicity
No buttons. No need to program. It learns what 
temperature you like and builds a schedule around yours. 
You can manually overrule the program anytime by turning 
the ring and changing the temperature.

B2 Inform
The Nest App shows you a detailed 
summary that covers the last ten days, 
and you’ll receive the Nest Home 
Report in a monthly email. Showing 
you when you use more energy and 
how to use less.

B12 
Anytime                     
anywhere
Control from anywhere 
with the Nest app: 
change your settings 
or adjust the heating.

Nest 
LEARNING 
Thermostat

CASE 
STUDY 

If your 
customers 
say...

“I don’t get it.”

“It’s just a 
gadget.”

“Why is
this better?”“So what?”

“I don’t see 
the value...”

your focus should be on: 

strengthening 
benefits
The most compelling value propositions 

communicate a single promise. 

The easiest-to-use solution, the highest 

quality, the most sustainable option, for 

example. You deliver on your promise by 

offering clear product benefits, satisfying the 

wants, needs, and desires of your customers. 

For example, a self-learning thermostat, a 

life-long guarantee, or a low-carbon footprint 

through the use of recycled materials. 

Benefits are the things that your customers 

hope to get, achieve, or experience when 

they use your product. They bring value to 

your customer’s life, either functionally or 

emotionally. 

 

The analysis of these existing theories and 

many other different models, together with 

qualitative consumer research and 20 years of 

experience in innovation projects have led to 

a collection of 27 benefts to help businesses 

provide consumers with the desired value. 

These benefits are the results of an extensive 

process of iterations and consumer testing 

and are supported by industry examples. 

The 27 benefits are grouped in three different 

categories: 

- Better self: feel better, be healthier: This 

cluster gathers all those benefits that allow 

consumers to improve their emotional and 

physical state. 

- Better experience: more convenience, more 

control, more enjoyment: Here, we have all 

those benefits that provide a better overall 

experience, being that emotional or functional. 

- Better world: smaller footprint, happier 

people: This last group includes those benefits 

that contribute to a better society and better 

planet.
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B9.Organize 

We all have that one friend who is extremely 
organized. We wonder how they manage to have a 
career, maintain a social life, look after their family, 
and even stay fit. Here are three ways you can 
exploit technology to help people that don’t have 
the natural talent to organize and structure their 
lives:

Provide overview
Many people feel overwhelmed by everything 
that is going on in their lives. As a result, they fail 
to remember appointments, birthdays, medical 
examinations, etc. In particular, young families 
struggle to plan, coordinate and keep track of 
everyone’s tasks and activities. Applications like 
Cozi help them regain control. It helps coordinate 
and communicate everyone’s schedules and 
activities, track grocery lists, manage to-do lists, 
plan for dinner, and keep the whole family on the 
same page. LinkedIn and Facebook help keep track 
of people’s birthdays. And the list goes on and on.

Present relevant options
Whether you’re an entrepreneur or a full-time 
working parent, it might be challenging to 
maintain a healthy lifestyle. As awareness around 
the impact of food on our health and wellbeing 
is growing, diet and meal planning apps are 
gaining momentum. Veganized, for example, 
helps you plan vegan meals and create grocery 
lists. Its nutrients function helps you keep track of 
your energy intake and provides macronutrient 
information for each dish. It presents you with 
recipes that suit you, taking your age, gender, 
weight, and level of physical activity into account. 

Support decision-making
Mobile apps don’t just help you organise your 
schedule and activities, but they can also help 
you take decisions. For instance, digital calendars 
can remind you about appointments, but can also 
advise you when to leave based on historical traffic 
data and adjusting this advise real time as more 
information on weather and traffic conditions en 
route become available.

1Make data 
insightful and 

actionable. More 
data is not always 
better, as it can 
confuse users.

2Start simple 
and unlock 

features to match 
your user’s experi-
ence level.

Veganized app

Do’s & don’ts

3 Start simple and 
unlock features 

to match your user’s 
experience level.

4Don’t design 
products and 

services that increase 
the users’ stress level. 
Make sure your solu-
tion offers convenience 
or peace of mind.
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B10.Save Time

Time has become one of the scarcest resources 
in our lives, and we seek ways to speed things up. 
People are aiming for more efficient workdays, 
quicker meals, faster transport, and the list goes on. 
Here are four ways you can help your customers to 
save time:

Do more in less time (speed things up)
A few clicks on your phone and your groceries get 
delivered to you within 30 minutes. That is, if you 
live within a three-kilometer radius of a Freshippo 
supermarket store in China. While helping 
consumers to save time, Freshippo also raises the 
bar for delivery times and adds to our culture of 
‘instant everything.’ 
Spdr also helps to speed things up. Your reading, 
to be precise. Install the speed-reading app on a 
smartphone or smartwatch, or use it in a browser, 
and import ebooks, PDFs, and documents. Spdr 
serves them one word at a time, really fast. It helps 
people to read twice as fast without effort.

Do less (outsource or automate tasks)
These days, even elaborate tasks like preparing 
dinner are becoming as easy as making a cup of 
coffee. By buying pre-cut fresh meal packages at 
the supermarket, people already outsourced meal 
preparation tasks to a factory. Kitchen robots – 
especially popular in Southern Europe – blend, 
mix, whip, chop, grind and even cook entire meals. 
Moley Robotics takes it one step further, offering 
the world’s first robotic kitchen that cuts, cooks, 
and cleans for you.

Moley Robotics

1The crowded mar-
ket place for “time 

saving” products and 
services can make 
it difficult to stand 
out. Choose a narrow 
target group and find 
a sharp consumer 
insight to make sure 
you hit the right chord.

3 Back your claim 
with data and – 

if possible – scientific 
evidence.

2Be specific in 
how you help 

your customer save 
time (speed things up, 
do less, multitask, or 
improve results) and 
put a number to it. 
How many minutes or 
hours saved, twice as 

fast, etc.

Do’s & don’ts

Do better in the same amount of time 
(improve results).
When it comes to health, people crave for more 
effective solutions. In other words: increasing their 
health and wellbeing without spending more time 
on it. The 7 Minutes Workout is a super effective 
workout plan, claiming to decrease body fat and 
improve your overall health. And because you can 
do it anywhere, you won’t lose time traveling to the 
gym. A 7-minute workout every day should deliver 
better results than doing a 25-minute workout 
twice a week. Does it work? We don’t know, but 
consumers are craving for low-time-high-impact 
routines and are massively adopting the apps that 
make this promise.

Do more things at the same time (multitask)
A busy lifestyle has become the norm. People want 
a career, an active social life, while also being a 
great mom or dad. Even though most people love 
reading, they struggle to find the time. Audiobooks 
allow them to keep up with their reading list, while 
doing stuff that needs to be done. They can now 
devour books while commuting, exercising or 
doing household chores. Compared to physical 
book sales, audio is the new kid on the block in the 
publishing world, but it is growing fast. Deloitte 
predicts the global market for audio books to grow 
25% in 2020 alone. 

4Don’t design 
products and 

services that increase 
the users’ stress level. 
Make sure your solu-
tion offers convenience 
or peace of mind.
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“It’s too 
difficult”

“I will lose...”

“I’m afraid 
that...”

“It’s great, it’s 
just not for me”

If your 
customers 
say...

“My current way 
of doing things 

works fine.”
your focus should be on:

REDUCing 
RESISTANCE
The business success of value propositions 

is, most of all, dependent on the strengths 

of the benefits offered, and therefore the 

value delivered. But offering benefits is 

often not enough for customers to buy new 

tech products. You also need to work hard to 

remove thresholds, reduce resistance, and 

win the trust of people.

Resistance comes in all forms and shapes. 

People can be afraid to lose control, be spied 

on, become addicted, or be made irrelevant, 

to name just a few. Or, more practically, they 

might fear that they won’t figure out how to 

use it, that it won’t be compatible with other 

equipment, they might be hacked, or that the 

product will soon be outdated.

To figure out which types of resistance your 

value proposition might encounter, it is 

essential to ask people why they would NOT 

buy your or competing products. This will 

help you pinpoint which of the following four 

categories you need to focus on:

- Fear: increase trust. Design strategies in 

this category will help you counter negative 

feelings towards your product.

- Loss aversion: change frame of reference. 

Design strategies in this category will help 

people to gain a better understanding of your 

product.

- Too expensive: reduce switching costs. 

Design strategies in this category will help 

you to remove financial thresholds.

Info

August 2021
Paperback with flaps
176 pages 
63/4  x 63/4 in
$  19.99
ISBN 978906369614 6

• Author is a highly successful 
keynote speaker on technology 

and innovation 

• Author is a professor at two of 
the best technical universities in 

Europe (Delft and Milan) and will 
teach the content of this book at 
various European universities 

• The book comes with  
free online tools

Author

Deborah Nas is a well-known public speaker on innovation and 
technology. She is a professor of Strategic Design for  
Technology-based Innovation at the TU Delft, faculty of Industrial 
Design Engineering, and a visiting professor at the Polytechnic 
University of Milan. 

She has over 25 years of hands-on experience, leading innovation 
projects at Heineken, Philips, ABN Amro, Vaillant, Leaseplan, 
governmental organizations, and many others. She also holds 
multiple board positions, for example a supervisory board position 
at Hardt Hyperloop, Europe’s frontrunner in the development of a 
revolutionary and sustainable transportation system.

This book is the first and complete guide to designing technology-based products and 
services. It answers questions like: Why do some products become a success while others 
fail? Why do some products create value while others destroy it? Why is there so much 
technology-push and so little thinking from the outside-in? 

Technology unlocks new capabilities that nobody asked for, but applied correctly can create 
value for users. This sounds easier than it is; designing successful tech products and services 
requires a unique approach. Through case studies, practical insights, examples, tips, and  
tools, readers will learn how to adopt a user-centered mindset and apply technologies in a 
meaningful way.

The book contains over 50 design strategies to design strong benefits and minimize the 
resistance people might have against new technologies. It is for innovators who want to do 
better and design products and services that make sense.

Design Things That Make Sense 
Tech. Innovator’s Guide
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and represents the martial artist’s ability to respond to an attack 
in any direction. Similarly, business leaders must use their 
curiosity to create multiple approaches to business problems and 
prevent their companies from being fragile.

This antifragility all boils down to what Rik Vera calls the Net 
Curiosity Score (NCS) which measures the level of curiosity 
within an organization. Building a strong NCS begins with 
creating an organizational culture of trust. Your team members 
must feel free to openly express their thoughts and ideas. They 
must also feel free to challenge systems and processes within 
the organization. Without these organizational disruptors, your 
organization won’t be able to solve the unexpected challenges 
that will arise and won’t remain competitive in an ever-changing 
business landscape.

4241

The Power of Improvisation

Preparation is important. However, we sometimes become so 
absorbed in preparation that we experience what I like to call 
preparation paralysis. Planning creates this illusion of waiting for 
the perfect time to implement the strategy. If the perfect conditions 
never come, nothing gets done. This is preparation-paralysis.

This mindset and approach to business must change if you want to 
achieve business continuity. Your goal as an ideaDJ is to adopt a 
mix-and-match mindset. True ideaDJs know how to mix ideas and 
match them into beautiful combinations through decisive action so 
that those ideas don’t just sit on paper gathering dust. The key to 
achieving this is moving away from the specialist-fi rst mentality 
and becoming a generalist.

An ideaDJ doesn’t specialize in one thing. Instead, this brilliant 
business leader excels in multiple disciplines. Don’t be fooled; 
it’s not about being a Jack-of-All-Trades and a master of none. 
Rather, it’s about developing the stamina and drive to learn from 
people across industries. This newfound knowledge helps enrich 
your existing knowledge until you become really good at several 
relevant disciplines.

2 — Virtually everything we use on a daily basis is the result of 
a human’s design decision. Think about it... the book or tablet 
you are holding, the chair you are sitting in and the list goes on.

The same is true for processes, structures and political or 
economical systems. Many people take systems and structures 
as an obvious reality. However, the key is to see how you can 
change things yourself by refusing to accept the current reality. 
Your ability to change your current reality is ultimately what 
helps you become a strong businessleader.

Here’s an example. I was at Brussels Airport waiting for a taxi 
after coming back home from a very late flight. The trains had 
stopped so there was quite a large line since few taxis were 
available.

The controller managing the taxis was allowing the persons who 
had cash to enter the taxis that did not have credit card payment 
machines. When it finally was my turn, I decided to change the 
game. I turned to the long queue and said, “Anyone else here 
who needs to go to Antwerp?” I also indicated the area of the 
city the taxi would go to first. Two people raised their hands and 
we shared a cab.
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3 — One thing sets superheroes apart from the average Joe—
their superhuman abilities. Despite being fictional characters, 
we often hold these god-like beings in high esteem because their 
superpowers help them achieve seemingly impossible feats. 
Superman can fly faster than the speed of light. Aquaman can 
talk to sea creatures. You get the picture.

Curiosity is an ideaDJ’s special superpower. The ideaDJ strategy 
is all about helping you create beautiful combinations that add 
value to your business. However, you won’t see these beautiful 
combinations come alive unless you and your team develop a 
curiosity mindset. Curiosity gives you the courage to explore 
new possibilities and step outside of the conventional, and often 
limiting, way of doing things.

That’s what we’re focusing on in this chapter—how to use 
curiosity to break the mold and take your business into success 
beyond your wildest dreams. It’s time to break free from the 
specialist-first mentality, value uncommon partners and adopt a 
horizontal approach to collaboration. Let’s discuss how you can 
make this happen.

Curiosity is Your Superpower

An ideaDJ is a curator of information and experiences that 
dispel the myth of successful business leaders only focusing on 
one thing. In fact, a multi-disciplinary approach is what often 
leads to the best business outcomes. The best business leaders 
are open-minded and appreciate the beauty of diversity.They 
understand that having a wide range of interests actually gives 
them a tactical advantage.

This doesn’t mean you won’t experience failure. Far from 
it! In fact, you’ll probably fail multiple times before success 
comes knocking at your door. The key is to be consistent with 
your efforts while becoming an experiment architect (someone 
who isn’t afraid to try new things without knowing the exact 
outcome).

It’s an exercise in hassō, a Japanese word I learnt from a friend 
one evening over a sushi dinner. She and I were discussing 
leadership and the concept of hassō arose because we realized 
the immense challenge business leaders tend to face with 
changing their thinking. Hassō is one of the fi ve stances in 
kendo, a Japanese martial art that uses bamboo for swords, —
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Info

July 2021
Paperback with Flaps
220 pages 
6  x 6 in
$  19.99
ISBN 9789063696085

Author

Ramon Vullings is a cross-industry innovation expert, author, 
engaging keynote speaker, and ideaDJ. He believes that complex 
challenges need elegant and combined solutions, so he helps 
business leaders with strategies, tools, and skills to look beyond  
the borders of their domain to transform their business in a  
smarter way. 

Vullings has spoken about creativity and innovation in the digital 
age for organisations such as NASA, Rabobank, Nike, Volkswagen, 
TEDx, Siemens, PwC, FloraHolland, and Audi. Currently, he serves as 
a senior advisor for NASA’s Cross-industry innovation efforts.
Vullings has written 3 management books on business creativity 
and cross-industry innovation. He is also chairman of the (not for 
profit) European Association for Creativity & Innovation (EACI). 

Great Leaders Mix and Match is a manifesto for more beautiful combinations in (business) life. 

The world faces complex challenges and these can only be resolved by mixing and matching 
ideas. The beauty lies in the elegance of the solutions which actually make the (business) 
world a better place and how we are able to solve multiple challenges in one go. Think of 
new solutions for care: an eldery home, combined with children day care, and an animal farm, 
where all parties benefit from the combination. Or think of a waste incarnation plant which 
doubles as ski hill. These are real cases where the total (combination) is clearly more than the 
sum of its parts.

This book serves as a manual and toolbox and outlines how leaders can become ‘ideaDJs’. 
A perfect ideaDJ mix consists of beauty, value and impact. By creating beauty, the solutions 
have more elegance in their implementation. It adds more value to all stakeholders, not just 
shareholders. And finally, the solutions create more sustainable and scalable impact.

Besides many exciting examples, this book contains a clear methodology and tool kits. The 
main focus is to help (business) leaders to change the mindset and attitude of the people 
around them.

Great Leaders Mix and Match
Get Ready for the Future with the IdeaDJ Strategy

Related

Not Invented  
Here, page 29

Inspiration for 
Innovation, 
page 29

• Author is an acclaimed  
keynote speaker and has spoken 
at TEDx and NASA in Houston 

(USA) 

• Vullings’s previous book 
Not Invented Here: Cross-Industry 

Innovation has sold over 50K 
copies and is translated into  

4 languages 

• Author has 16K+ followers  
on LinkedIn
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To innovate

Creativity
Diversity

Part of the  

‘Creative 

Thinker’  

series

Creativity
Sustainability

Creativity
Agility

Wealth

Innovative

Strategic

To empower

To grow

To build

Trustworthy

Flexible
Reliable

Vision Cards
Strength

Teamwork

Humour

Enthusiasm

Happiness

Respect

Comfort

Emotions

Values

Info

September 2021
Boxed set
243 cards
5 x 5 x 27/8 in 
$ 35.00
ISBN 9789063696092

Related

The Secret of the 
Highly Creative Thinker, 
page 30

• Both authors are  
acclaimed keynote speakers 

• In 2020 Ingvar was recognized as 
one of the 101 best coaches in  

the world  

• Dorte was awarded the Alumni 
Achievement Award of the New York 

State University, she was also  
awarded the prestigious Creative 
Achievement Award at Creative  

Circle Award 2020

Authors

Dorte Nielsen is a creativity expert, internationally published 
author, and keynote speaker based in Denmark. She is 
the founder of Center for Creative Thinking and the brand 
Creative Thinker. She has dedicated her life to help others 
become better creative thinkers.

Ingvar Jónsson is the Founder and CEO of Profectus 
Coaching House, an international coach school based in 
Iceland. He is an Internationally published author, edutainer, 
keynote speaker and a musician. He embodies a restless 
inner drive to inspire and create sustainable growth.

The Brand Vision Cards are a brand building tool for visionary and strategic thinking designed 
to spark ideas and aid clarity. It is a playful and intuitive thinking tool designed to help you 
explore, discuss, and identify all the vital ingredients that you will need to define your vision. 

The 250 cards consist of four main categories: your Brand Values: what you stand for; your 
Brand Strengths: what will help you reach your goal; your Actions: what you will be known for; 
and the Emotions: you aim to evoke. The Brand Vision Cards also include an extra category – 
the United Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals to help you anchor your brand purpose 
in the often complex and demanding context of today’s world. 

The Brand Vision Cards can be used by companies, designers, communication professionals, 
and facilitators. It is a tool for goal setting, vision statements, sharpening your USP, future 
innovation, or as inspiration. You can submerge yourself in some serious thinking or take the 
playful approach and consider your brand personality, values, beliefs, and path forward.

Brand Vision Cards
Brand Building Tool for Visionary and Strategic Thinking
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Info
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Boxed set
2 x 54 cards
25/8  x 35/8 x 13/4 in
$ 19.99
ISBN 9789063696078

Author

Jess Henderson (pseu.) is a writer, researcher, theorist,  
creative strategist, and author of Offline Matters: The Less 
Digital Guide to Creative Work (2020). She is the founder 
of online magazine No Fun and Outsider—an insider-acti-
vist platform within the creative industries. Beginning as a 
subversive email newsletter in 2017, Outsider has grown to 
garner a cult-following around the world with its anonymous 
writings, research, publications, experimental workshops, and 
offline-only events. 

Henderson is a fellow of the Institute of Network Cultures in 
Amsterdam and speaks about offline creativity around the wor-
ld – including at NYCxDesign week, Parson’s Strategic Design 
Conference, the DuPho Awards, and Us by Night Festival.

• Strong gift potential 

• Based on Offline Matters, the book 
praised by major figures such as 

Douglas Rushkoff, Franco Berardi, 
and Oli Mould 

• Author has a strong profile in both 
the creative industries and field of 

critical theory

Offline Mattters
page 30

Do you dare to take an offline approach? 
Are you ready to turn from the auto-solutions of creative work today?
Can we break from business-as-usual to find imagination and alternatives?

Following Offline Matters: The Less-Digital Guide to Creative Work come the first two editions of 
accompanying cards: Truth or Dare? Like the much-loved classic game of Truth or Dare, these 
tools are designed to challenge creative minds into unfamiliar places of thinking. 

Whether starting with a problem that needs solving or a blank state awaiting action, these 
decks bring a fresh take to the task and play beyond the dry digitality typical of creative work 
today. Draw a prompt card from each or either pack, then apply the perspective or action for 
counter-cultural results.

Offline Matters Cards: Truth or Dare?
A Tool for Less-Digital Creativity

Related
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the ‘Visual 
Thinking’ 

series

Info

August 2021
Paperback
224 pages
75/8  x 43/4  x 03/4 in
$  24.99 
ISBN 9789063696054

My Icon Library
Build & Expand Your Own Visual Vocabulary

Related • This book is a ‘must have’ addition  
to the previous books and workbooks 

by Willemien Brand  

• Shows a very broad list of themes 
and icons 

• Author of bestsellers  
Visual Thinking and  

Visual Doing 

Author

Willemien Brand has channeled her passion for drawing and 
design into her life’s work. After graduating with distinction 
from the prestigious Design Academy Eindhoven, she 
became an award-winning industrial designer. In the late 
‘90s she launched Buro BRAND, a Visual Communication 
agency harnessing the inventive energy of a team of 
visionaries who share her passion. Together, they shape 
ways of visualizing and simplifying complex processes, 
strategies, and information. 

My Icon Library is an essential collection of impactful images that will empower you 
to embark on your own journey of visual thinking and storytelling. The collection 
consist of the most common, interesting, weird, and wonderful concepts created 
during the author’s visual thinking workshops. 

The concepts are grouped into themes that regularly crop up at the workshops 
such as ‘finance’, ‘technology’, ‘innovation’, ‘way of working’, and ‘sales’. Consisting 
of several sections such as ‘cost-cutting’, ‘co-creation’, ‘agile’, ‘data’, ‘customer 
segmentation’, and ‘idea generation’. This is not a definitive list: every story is 
different and has its own blend of icons and visuals. 

My Icon Library is a source of inspiration and a go-to reference for whenever you 
need a visual that is a tad too complicated for your imagination or a Google Images 
search. It also works as a great companion to the author’s other bestselling books: 
Visual Thinking and Visual Doing.

Visual Thinking,
page 30

Visual Doing,
page 30
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Info
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112 pages
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$ 19.99
ISBN 9789063696122

Creative Thinker’s 
Exercise Book,
page 30

RelatedAuthors

Dorte Nielsen is a creativity expert, internationally 
published author, and keynote speaker. She is the 
founder of Center for Creative Thinking and the brand 
Creative Thinker. She has dedicated her life to help 
others become better creative thinkers.

Katrine Granholm is an award winning concept maker 
with a MA in digital art from University of Arts London.
She is the author several books, tools, and games. She 
is currently working at The Danish Broadcasting
Corporation DR as the Digital Commissioning Editor for 
kids.

Highly creative thinkers are good at seeing connections. By enhancing your ability to see
connections, you can enhance your creativity. Based on this observation, a solid theory, and 
the latest neuroscience, this exercise book is for people who want to become better creative 
thinkers. 

Creative Thinker’s Rethink Book trains your ability see and make connections – the underlying 
mechanism that helps you to think creatively. The exercises in this book force you to go 
beyond the obvious – to think and rethink – again and again. It is not a theory book. It is 
a hands-on exercise book to boost your creativity and innovative thinking. Working with 
these exercises will help you to come up with original thoughts, fresh ideas, and unexpected 
innovative solutions.

You can use this book as a creative morning booster, a warm-up before working creatively, for
everyday creativity training, or just as a fun activity. The exercises can be used at home, at 
school, in the design studio, in the office, or in the agency. Creativity is for everybody!

Creative Thinker’s Rethink Book
52 Exercises to Train Your Ability to 

See Connections Others Don’t

• Part of The Creative Thinker  
series, which have already sold  

more than 50.000 copies 

• Granholm and Nielsen have been  
recognized at Creative Circle Award 

for their Packaging Design and  
Editorial Design for Creative Thinker 

• Both authors are acclaimed  
keynote speakers

The Secret of the Highly 
Creative Thinker,
page 30
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Dilemmarama the Game: 
The Happy Edition |
Concept: Dilemma op 
Dinsdag | 64 cards in a box 
| 51/4  x 37/8  x  2 in | $ 19.99 | 
ISBN 9789063695644

Think Like an Engineer, Don’t 
Act Like One |  
Author: Jan Karel Mak | 
paperback with flaps |   
160 pages |  
71/8  x 53/4 in | $  16.99 | 
ISBN 9789063695699

Creative Thinker’s Connection 
Memory Game |
Authors: Katrine Granholm 
and Dorte Nielsen |  
50 cards in a box |  
57/8  x 3 x  2 in | $  19.99 |
ISBN 9789063695637

Dilemmarama the Game |
Author: Dilemma op 
Dinsdag | 64 cards |  
51/4  x 37/8  x  2 in |  
Boxed set | $ 19.99 |
ISBN 9789063694241

Dare to Ask |
Authors: Els Dragt and 
Jeroen Timmer |  
paperback with flaps |  
144 pages | 71/8  x 53/4  in | 
$ 16.99 |
ISBN 9789063695620

Empathy Game |
Authors: Saskia H. Herrmann 
and Jorik Elferink |
150 cards in a box |  
51/8  x 63/8  x  11/4  in | $  24.99 |  
ISBN 9789063695248

Old Masters Memory Game | 
Author: Mieke Gerritzen |
2 x 30 cards |  
53/4  x 27/8  x  15/8  in | 
Boxed set | $ 19.99 |
ISBN 9789063693862

Imagine Me |
Author: Lisa den Teuling |  
99 cards | 61/8  x 53/8  x 15/8 in | 
Boxed set | $ 19.99 |
ISBN 9789063695804

3rd
printing

5th
printing

3rd
printing5th

printing
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ISBN 978-90-6369-540-8

Visual Thinking |
Author: Willemien Brand |
144 pages | 97/8  x 83/8  in  |
paperback with flaps | 
$  24.99 | 
ISBN 9789063694531 

Delft Design Guide Revised Edition | 
Authors: Annemiek van Boeijen, 
Jaap Daalhuizen and Jelle Zijlstra |  
flexicover | 224 pages |  
101/8  x 77/8  in  | $ 45.00 | 
ISBN 9789063695408

Visual Doing |
Author: Willemien Brand | 
144 pages | 97/8  x 83/8  in | 
Paperback with Flaps |  
$ 24.99 |
ISBN 9789063694999

The Secret of the Highly 
Creative Thinker - 
Paperback |
Authors: Dorte Nielsen and 
Sarah Thurber | 
192 pages | 91/4  x 61/8  in | 
Paperback | $ 19.99 |
ISBN 9789063695323

Politics of Design | 
Author: Ruben Pater |
192 pages | 7  x 43/8  in  | 
paperback | $  16.99 | 
ISBN 97890 63694227

Good Services |  
Author: Lou Downe | 
paperback | 224 pages |  
73/4  x 51/8  in  | $  23.00 |
ISBN 9789063695439

Know Your Onions - Graphic 
Design |
Author: Drew de Soto |
186 pages | 77/8  x 6  in  | 
Paperback with elastic band |  
$ 19.99 |
ISBN 9789063692582

Don’t Read This Book | 
Author: Donald Roos |
160 pages | 81/2  x 55/8  in  | 
Paperback | $ 16.99 |
ISBN 9789063694234

3rd
printing

4th
printing

6th
printing

4th
printing

12th
printing

7th
printing

2nd
printing

9th
printing
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How to Survive the
Organizational
Revolution
Author(s): Pieter Koene, Ard-Pieter
de Man and Martijn Ars |
216 pages | 8½ x 7 in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 521 7

9HSTAQD*gjfcbh+
Mastering the Art of
Negotiation
Author(s): Geurt Jan de Heus |
216 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 431 9

9HSTAQD*gjedbj+
This Human
Author(s): Melis Senova |
208 pages | 9⅛ x 7⅝ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 460 9

9HSTAQD*gjegaj+
The 7 Principles of
Complete Co-Creation
Author(s): Maarten Pieters and
Stefanie Jansen |
208 pages | 9⅛ x 7⅛ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 473 9

9HSTAQD*gjehdj+

Convivial Toolbox
Author(s): Elizabeth B.N. Sanders
and Pieter Jan Stappers |
312 pages | 9⅛ x 7 in |
Paperback with flaps | $49.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 284 1

9HSTAQD*gjcieb+
The Umami Strategy
Author(s): Agnieszka Szóstek |
240 pages | 9⅛ x 7 in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 579 8

9HSTAQD*gjfhji+
Change Ahead
Author(s): Carola Verschoor |
240 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 398 5

9HSTAQD*gjdjif+
CEX Sells
Author(s): Beate van Dongen and
Deborah Wietzes |
176 pages | 7⅞ x 7⅞ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 444 9

9HSTAQD*gjeeej+
Worlds of Wonder
Author(s): Erik Bar and Stan
Boshouwers |
272 pages | 10¾ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 464 7

9HSTAQD*gjegeh+

Design Roadmapping
Author(s): Lianne Simonse |
244 pages | 9⅛ x 7½ in |
Hardcover | $49.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 459 3

9HSTAQD*gjefjd+
How to Research
Trends
Author(s): Els Dragt |
200 pages | 9⅛ x 7½ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 433 3

9HSTAQD*gjeddd+
How to Research
Trends Workbook
Author(s): Els Dragt |
64 pages | 7¼ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback | $12.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 527 9

9HSTAQD*gjfchj+
Concept Code
Author(s): Gaby Crucq-Toffolo and
Sanne Knitel |
192 pages | 9⅞ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 432 6

9HSTAQD*gjedcg+
23 Innovations in
Digital
Communication
Author(s): Paul Ketelaar, Jan Aarts
and Sanne Demir |
256 pages | 9¾ x 7⅞ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 518 7

9HSTAQD*gjfbih+

The Seven Laws of
Guaranteed Growth
Author(s): Frans de Groot |
156 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 413 5

9HSTAQD*gjebdf+
Brand the Change
Author(s): Anne Miltenburg |
224 pages | 9⅞ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 478 4

9HSTAQD*gjehie+
Branded Protest
Author(s): Ingeborg Bloem and
Klaus Kempenaars |
208 pages | 10¾ x 7⅛ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 541 5

9HSTAQD*gjfebf+
Contrarian Branding
Author(s): Roland van der Vorst |
192 pages | 8½ x 5¾ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 463 0

9HSTAQD*gjegda+
Different Brains,
Different Approaches
Author(s): Huub van Osch |
192 pages | 8⅜ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 435 7

9HSTAQD*gjedfh+

5th
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing

2nd
printing
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Hidden Persuasion
(paperback)
Author(s): Marc Andrews, Matthijs
van Leeuwen and Rick van Baaren |
192 pages | 9⅛ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 531 6

9HSTAQD*gjfdbg+
Music Thinking Jam
Cards
Author(s): Christof Zürn |
44 pages | 7⅜ x 7⅜ in |
Boxed set | $35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 514 9

9HSTAQD*gjfbej+
Rethinking Users
Author(s): Michael Youngblood, 
Benjamin J. Chesluk and 
Nadeem Haidary |
112 pages | 8⅜ x 5⅞ in |
 | $40.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 581 1

9HSTAQD*gjfibb+
Good Services
Author(s): Lou Downe |
224 pages | 7¾ x 5⅛ in |
Paperback | $23.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 543 9

9HSTAQD*gjfedj+
Thinking in Services
Author(s): Majid Iqbal |
240 pages | 9⅛ x 6¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 489 0

9HSTAQD*gjeija+

The Service
Innovation Handbook
Author(s): Lucy Kimbell |
240 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 353 4

9HSTAQD*gjdfde+
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Design Things That
Make Sense
Author(s): Deborah Nas |
176 pages | 6¾ x 6¾ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 614 6

9HSTAQD*gjgbeg+
The Innovation
Expedition
Author(s): Gijs van Wulven |
240 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 313 8

9HSTAQD*gjdbdi+
The Innovation Maze
Author(s): Gijs van Wulven |
240 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 410 4

9HSTAQD*gjebae+
Inspiration for
Innovation
Author(s): Gijs van Wulven |
240 pages | 6⅜ x 6⅜ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 496 8

9HSTAQD*gjejgi+

Great Leaders Mix and
Match
Author(s): Ramon Vullings |
240 pages | 6 x 6 in |
Paperback with Flaps | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 608 5

9HSTAQD*gjgaif+
Not Invented Here
Author(s): Ramon Vullings and
Marc Heleven |
224 pages | 6 x 6 in |
Paperback with flaps | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 379 4

9HSTAQD*gjdhje+
Creativity in Business
Author(s): Igor Byttebier and 
Ramon Vullings |
204 pages | 9⅜ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $29.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 380 0

9HSTAQD*gjdiaa+
The Innovation Matrix
Author(s): Deepika Jeyakodi and
Mirjam Ros |
136 pages | 7⅞ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 520 0

9HSTAQD*gjfcaa+
Visual Thinking
Author(s): Willemien Brand |
144 pages | 9⅞ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback with flaps | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 453 1

9HSTAQD*gjefdb+

Visual Thinking
Workbook
Author(s): Willemien Brand |
32 pages | 11½ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback | $12.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 511 8

9HSTAQD*gjfbbi+
Visual Doing
Author(s): Willemien Brand |
144 pages | 9⅞ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 499 9

9HSTAQD*gjejjj+
Visual Doing
Workbook
Author(s): Willemien Brand |
32 pages | 11¾ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback | $12.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 500 2

9HSTAQD*gjfaac+
My Icon Library
Author(s): Willemien Brand |
224 pages | 6⅝ x 4¾ in |
Paperback otobind | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 605 4

9HSTAQD*gjgafe+
How to Create Better
Ideas
Author(s): Joost Roozekrans |
128 pages | 8⅜ x 5⅞ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 586 6

9HSTAQD*gjfigg+
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The Secret of the 
Highly Creative 
Thinker - Paperback
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and 
Sarah Thurber |
192 pages | 9¼ x 6⅛ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 532 3

9HSTAQD*gjfdcd+
Creative Thinker’s 
Exercise Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and 
Katrine Granholm |
112 pages | 9½ x 7½ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 438 8

9HSTAQD*gjedii+
Creative Thinker's 
Rethink Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and 
Katrine Granholm |
112 pages | 9⅛ x 6½ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 612 2

9HSTAQD*gjgbcc+
Little Creative 
Thinker’s Exercise 
Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and 
Katrine Granholm |
112 pages | 9⅛ x 6½ in |
Paperback | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 491 3

9HSTAQD*gjejbd+
Brand Vision Cards
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and 
Ingvar Jónsson |
243 pages | 5 x 5 in |
Boxed set | $35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 609 2

9HSTAQD*gjgajc+

75 Tools for Creative
Thinking
Author(s): Menno Huisman and
Wimer Hazenberg |
75 pages | 5⅛ x 3¾ in |
Boxed set | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 275 9

9HSTAQD*gjchfj+
Creative Content Kit
Author(s): Ana Bender |
65 pages | 6⅛ x 4¾ in |
Boxed set | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 568 2

9HSTAQD*gjfgic+
Don't Buy This Book
Author(s): Anne de Bruijn and
Donald Roos |
160 pages | 8½ x 5¾ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 537 8

9HSTAQD*gjfdhi+
Don’t Read This Book
Author(s): Donald Roos |
160 pages | 8½ x 5⅝ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 423 4

9HSTAQD*gjecde+
Don’t/Do This - Game
Author(s): Donald Roos |
156 cards | 7⅛ x 3⅝ x 0⅞ in |
Box with sleeve | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 484 5

9HSTAQD*gjeief+

Offline Matters
Author(s): Jess Henderson |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 578 1

9HSTAQD*gjfhib+
Offline Matters Cards:
Truth or Dare?
Author(s): Jess Henderson |
108 pages | 2⅝ x 3⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 607 8

9HSTAQD*gjgahi+
When the Box Is the
Limit
Author(s): Walter Vandervelde |
192 pages | 7⅞ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 512 5

9HSTAQD*gjfbcf+
Pitching Ideas -
Paperback
Author(s): Jeroen van Geel |
128 pages | 8⅜ x 5¾ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 529 3

9HSTAQD*gjfcjd+
Influence
Author(s): Adam Stones |
224 pages | 8⅜ x 5¾ in |
Paperback | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 611 5

9HSTAQD*gjgbbf+

Creative Personal
Branding
Author(s): Jürgen Salenbacher |
228 pages | 8½ x 5⅝ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 315 2

9HSTAQD*gjdbfc+
Dare to Ask
Author(s): Els Dragt and Jeroen
Timmer |
144 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 562 0

9HSTAQD*gjfgca+
Creativity +
Author(s): Paulina Larocca |
60 pages | 7⅞ x 4 in |
Flipboard | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 488 3

9HSTAQD*gjeiid+
Get Agile!
Author(s): Pieter Jongerius, Anton
Vanhoucke and Anna Offermans |
176 pages | 8⅜ x 5⅞ in |
Paperback with flaps | $35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 302 2

9HSTAQD*gjdacc+
Blue Is the New Black
Author(s): Susie Breuer |
232 pages | 9⅛ x 7 in |
Paperback With Key Dates Calender
Insert | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 340 4

9HSTAQD*gjdeae+

3rd
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6th
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Event Design
Handbook
Author(s): Roel Frissen, Ruud
Janssen and Dennis Luijer |
204 pages | 8⅜ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 434 0

9HSTAQD*gjedea+

Augmenting Alice
Author(s): Galit Ariel |
256 pages | 9⅞ x 8⅜ in |
Hardcover | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 470 8

9HSTAQD*gjehai+
Made in China,
Designed in California,
Criticised in Europe
Author(s): Mieke Gerritzen and
Geert Lovink |
128 pages | 7 x 4⅝ in |
Paperback | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 587 3

9HSTAQD*gjfihd+
Notes on Design
Author(s): Kees Dorst |
208 pages | 8¾ x 6 in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 465 4

9HSTAQD*gjegfe+
Make Design Matter
Author(s): David Carlson |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 4¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 304 6

9HSTAQD*gjdaeg+

Beyond Design
Author(s): Renate Boere |
192 pages | 7 x 4⅝ in |
Paperback | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 594 1

9HSTAQD*gjfjeb+
Beyond Design: The
Game of Social
Solutions
Author(s): Renate Boere |
120 pages | 7 x 4⅝ in |
Playing cards | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 595 8

9HSTAQD*gjfjfi+
The Designer As…
Author(s): Steven McCarthy |
248 pages | 9½ x 7 in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 292 6

9HSTAQD*gjcjcg+
Strategic Design
Author(s): Gerda Gemser, Giulia
Calabretta and Ingo Karpen |
228 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 445 6

9HSTAQD*gjeefg+
Design Innovation and
Integration
Author(s): Karla Straker, Cara
Wrigley and Erez Nusem |
240 pages | 10¾ x 7½ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 603 0

9HSTAQD*gjgada+

NEW2nd
printing

4th
printing

3rd
printing
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Design Transitions
Author(s): Joyce Yee, Emma
Jefferies and Lauren Tan |
224 pages | 9½ x 7 in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 321 3

9HSTAQD*gjdcbd+
Transformations
Author(s): Emma Jefferies, Joyce
Yee and Kamil Michlewski |
376 pages | 9¼ x 6⅛ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 457 9

9HSTAQD*gjefhj+
Products That Flow
Author(s): Siem Haffmans, Ed van
Hinte and Marjolein van Gelder |
128 pages | 10⅛ x 7⅞ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 498 2

9HSTAQD*gjejic+
Products That Last
Author(s): Conny Bakker, Ed van
Hinte and Marcel den Hollander |
128 pages | 10⅛ x 7⅞ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 522 4

9HSTAQD*gjfcce+
Sustainist Design
Guide
Author(s): Michiel Schwarz and
Diana Krabbendam |
144 pages | 9¾ x 7 in |
Paperback with flaps | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 283 4

9HSTAQD*gjcide+

Connect
Author(s): Sabine Wildevuur, Dick
van Dijk and Thomas Hammer-
Jakobsen |
192 pages | 7⅞ x 6 in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 331 2

9HSTAQD*gjddbc+
Designing for the
Common Good
Author(s): Kees Dorst |
216 pages | 7½ x 9½ in |
Paperback with flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 408 1

9HSTAQD*gjeaib+
Designing With and
Within Public
Organizations
Author(s): Andre Schaminee |
208 pages | 9⅞ x 7⅞ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 497 5

9HSTAQD*gjejhf+
The Politics of Design
Author(s): Ruben Pater |
192 pages | 7 x 4⅜ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 422 7

9HSTAQD*gjecch+
Intercultural Design
Basics
Author(s): Susanne P. Radtke |
256 pages | 8½ x 7 in |
Paperback with Flaps | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 604 7

9HSTAQD*gjgaeh+

Culture Sensitive
Design
Author(s): Annemiek van Boeijen
and Yvo Zijlstra |
160 pages | 9⅛ x 7½ in |
Flexibind | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 561 3

9HSTAQD*gjfgbd+
Happy Is Up, Sad Is
Down
Author(s): Jorn Hurtienne, Diana
Löffler, Clara Hüsch, Daniel
Reinhardt, Robert Tscharn and
Stephan Huber |
304 pages | 6 x 6⅜ in |
Hardback | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 593 4

9HSTAQD*gjfjde+
Design My Privacy
Author(s): Tijmen Schep |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 4¾ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 437 1

9HSTAQD*gjedhb+
ViP Vision in Design
Author(s): Paul Hekkert and Matthijs
van Dijk |
208 pages | 7½ x 6 in |
Paperback | $39.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 371 8

9HSTAQD*gjdhbi+
Meta Products
Author(s): Wimer Hazenberg,
Menno Huisman and Sara Cordoba
Rubino |
160 pages | 9⅛ x 7½ in |
Paperback  | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 251 3

9HSTAQD*gjcfbd+

Design. Think. Make. 
Break. Repeat. -
Revised Edition
Author(s): Martin Tomitsch, 
Madeleine Borthwick, et al. |
224 pages | 9⅛ x 7½ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 585 9

Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 585 9

9HSTAQD*gjfifj+
Delft Design Guide -
Revised edition
Author(s): Annemiek van Boeijen,
Jelle Zijlstra and Jaap Daalhuizen |
224 pages | 10⅛ x 7⅞ in |
Flexibind | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 540 8

9HSTAQD*gjfeai+
Framing Play Design
Author(s): Sune Gudiksen and Helle
Marie Skovbjerg |
192 pages | 9⅞ x 8⅜ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 572 9

9HSTAQD*gjfhcj+
Inspired By Method
Author(s): Alexandra Martini |
240 pages | 8⅞ x 7⅜ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 573 6

9HSTAQD*gjfhdg+
Dynamic Identities
Author(s): Irene van Nes |
192 pages | 9⅞ x 8½ in |
Paperback | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 339 8

9HSTAQD*gjddji+
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Sketching: the Basics -
Paperback
Author(s): Koos Eissen and 
Roselien Steur |
204 pages | 9⅝ x 7½ in |
Paperback | $29.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 534 7

9HSTAQD*gjfdeh+
Sketching - Paperback
Author(s): Koos Eissen and 
Roselien Steur |
256 pages | 9½ x 7⅝ in |
Paperback | $29.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 533 0

9HSTAQD*gjfdda+
Sketching Product 
Design Presentation
Author(s): Roselien Steur and 
Koos Eissen |
192 pages | 10¾ x 8⅜ in |
Hardcover | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 329 9

9HSTAQD*gjdcjj+
The Exceptionally
Simple Theory of
Sketching
Author(s): George Hlavacs |
48 pages | 8¾ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 334 3

9HSTAQD*gjdded+
Know Your Onions -
Graphic Design
Author(s): Drew de Soto |
186 pages | 7⅞ x 6 in |
Paperback with elastic band |
$19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 258 2

9HSTAQD*gjcfic+

Know Your Onions -
Web Design
Author(s): Drew de Soto |
212 pages | 7⅞ x 6 in |
Paperback with elastic band |
$19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 312 1

9HSTAQD*gjdbcb+
Know Your Onions -
Corporate Identity
Author(s): Drew de Soto |
200 pages | 8⅜ x 6 in |
Paperback with elastic band |
$19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 539 2

9HSTAQD*gjfdjc+
Reading Letters
Author(s): Sofie Beier |
182 pages | 9⅞ x 8½ in |
Hardcover | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 271 1

9HSTAQD*gjchbb+
Type Tricks
Author(s): Sofie Beier |
208 pages | 6⅜ x 4¾ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 458 6

9HSTAQD*gjefig+
Shaping Text
Author(s):  |
176 pages | 8¾ x 6⅛ in |
Flexicover | $45.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 223 0

9HSTAQD*gjccda+

Dutch Design
Cowboys
Author(s): Studio Kluif |
176 pages | 8⅜ x 6 in |
Hardback | $25.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 538 5

9HSTAQD*gjfdif+

3rd
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2nd
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Operative Design
Author(s): Anthony Di Mari and 
Nora Yoo |
152 pages | 6 x 4¼ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 289 6

9HSTAQD*gjcijg+
Conditional Design
Author(s): Anthony Di Mari |
156 pages | 6 x 4¼ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 365 7

9HSTAQD*gjdgfh+
The Fast Guide to
Architectural Form
Author(s): Baires Raffaelli |
144 pages | 6 x 4¼ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 411 1

9HSTAQD*gjebbb+
The Fast Guide to
Accessibility Design
Author(s): Baires Raffaelli |
160 pages | 6 x 4¼ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 571 2

9HSTAQD*gjfhbc+

Composing
Architecture and
Interior Design
Author(s): Gerasimos Vamvakidis |
160 pages | 6 x 4¼ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 487 6

9HSTAQD*gjeihg+
Folding Architecture
Author(s):  |
144 pages | 6 x 4¼ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 059 5

9HSTAQD*gjafjf+

Think Like A Lawyer,
Don’t Act Like One
Author(s): Aernoud Bourdrez |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 307 7

9HSTAQD*gjdahh+
Think Like a Manager,
Don't Act Like One
Author(s): Harry Starren |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 347 3

9HSTAQD*gjdehd+
Think Like an Artist,
Don’t Act Like One
Author(s): Koos de Wilt |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 468 5

9HSTAQD*gjegif+
Think Like a Designer,
Don’t Act Like One
Author(s): Jeroen van Erp |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 485 2

9HSTAQD*gjeifc+
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Think Like an
Engineer, Don't Act
Like One
Author(s): Jan Karel Mak |
160 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 569 9

9HSTAQD*gjfgjj+
Dare to Ask
Author(s): Els Dragt and 
Jeroen Timmer |
144 pages | 7⅛ x 5¾ in |
Paperback with flaps | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 562 0

9HSTAQD*gjfgca+
Once Upon a Time I
Was...
Author(s): Lavinia Bakker |
144 pages | 8¾ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 421 0

9HSTAQD*gjecba+
Once Upon a Time I
Wanted to Be...
Author(s): Lavinia Bakker |
144 pages | 8¾ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 419 7

9HSTAQD*gjebjh+
Once Upon a Time I
Went To...
Author(s): Lavinia Bakker |
144 pages | 8¾ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 454 8

9HSTAQD*gjefei+

Don’t Read This Book
Author(s): Donald Roos |
160 pages | 8½ x 5⅝ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 423 4

9HSTAQD*gjecde+
Don’t/Do This - Game
Author(s): Donald Roos |
156 cards | 7⅛ x 3⅝ x 0⅞ in |
Box with sleeve | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 484 5

9HSTAQD*gjeief+
To Don't List
Author(s): Donald Roos |
200 pages | 5⅝ x 3⅝ in |
Paperback | $12.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 505 7

9HSTAQD*gjfafh+
Logo R.I.P.
Author(s): The Stone Twins |
192 pages | 6¾ x 4¾ in |
Hardcover | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 290 2

9HSTAQD*gjcjac+
Creative Thinker’s
Exercise Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
112 pages | 9½ x 7½ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 438 8

9HSTAQD*gjedii+

Creative Thinker's
Rethink Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
112 pages | 9⅛ x 6½ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 612 2

9HSTAQD*gjgbcc+
Little Creative
Thinker’s Exercise
Book
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
112 pages | 9⅛ x 6½ in |
Paperback | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 491 3

9HSTAQD*gjejbd+
Frame Your
Imagination
Author(s): Caroline Ellerbeck |
192 pages | 5⅛ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 542 2

9HSTAQD*gjfecc+
Your Work and Your
Life
Author(s): Krist Pauwels |
128 pages | 7¾ x 5⅜ in |
Hardcover | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 469 2

9HSTAQD*gjegjc+
Connecting
Author(s): Paulina Larocca and
Tony Ibbotson |
160 pages | 7½ x 7½ in |
Hardcover | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 526 2

9HSTAQD*gjfcgc+

The Holey Bible
Author(s): Paulina Larocca and
Tony Ibbotson |
112 pages | 9⅛ x 7½ in |
Paperback | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 566 8

9HSTAQD*gjfggi+
Creativity +
Author(s): Paulina Larocca |
60 pages | 7⅞ x 4 in |
Flipboard | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 488 3

9HSTAQD*gjeiid+
Creativity Works!
Author(s): Joris van Dooren and
Coen Luijten |
160 pages | 6¾ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 506 4

9HSTAQD*gjfage+
The Book of Do-ness
Author(s): Sara van de Ven |
240 pages | 6 x 5¾ in |
Hardcover | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 451 7

9HSTAQD*gjefbh+
Don’t Eat The Yellow
Snow
Author(s): Marcus Kraft |
516 pages | 7⅛ x 4¾ in |
Hardcover | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 288 9

9HSTAQD*gjciij+
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Don't Talk Just Kiss
Author(s): Marcus Kraft |
516 pages | 7⅛ x 5⅛ in |
Hardcover | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 452 4

9HSTAQD*gjefce+
Philographics
Author(s): Genis Carreras |
208 pages | 7⅞ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 341 1

9HSTAQD*gjdebb+
Creative Block
Author(s): Gemma Lawrence |
192 pages | 8⅜ x 5⅞ in |
Paperback | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 597 2

9HSTAQD*gjfjhc+
Create with Artists
Author(s): Rixt Hulshoff Pol and
Hanna Piksen |
120 pages | 7⅞ x 9⅞ in |
Hardcover | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 416 6

9HSTAQD*gjebgg+
Trashures
Author(s): Tineke Meirink and 
Anja Brunt |
80 pages | 8⅜ x 11⅛ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 425 8

9HSTAQD*gjecfi+

Art Is Everywhere
Author(s): Lorenzo Servi |
112 pages | 8¾ x 5¾ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 418 0

9HSTAQD*gjebia+
Museum Art Cards
Author(s): Lise Lotte ten Voorde and
Naomi Boas |
52 pages | 5 x 3⅜ in |
Boxed set | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 549 1

9HSTAQD*gjfejb+
A Spectator is an
Artist Too
Author(s): Johan Idema |
176 pages | 7⅞ x 6¾ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 590 3

9HSTAQD*gjfjad+
How to Visit an Art
Museum
Author(s): Johan Idema |
128 pages | 7⅜ x 6 in |
Paperback | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 355 8

9HSTAQD*gjdffi+
How to Be a Better
Tourist
Author(s): Johan Idema |
144 pages | 7⅛ x 6 in |
Hardcover | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 493 7

9HSTAQD*gjejdh+

This is a Good Guide -
For a Sustainable
Lifestyle
Author(s): Marieke Eyskoot |
288 pages | 9⅛ x 6¾ in |
Paperback | $29.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 588 0

9HSTAQD*gjfiia+
Food Futures
Author(s): Chloe Rutzerveld |
120 pages | 9⅛ x 7½ in |
Paperback with Flaps | $35.00 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 517 0

9HSTAQD*gjfbha+
FIZZ
Author(s): Elise van Iterson and
Barbara Serulus |
144 pages | 8½ x 6⅛ in |
Paperback with flaps | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 544 6

9HSTAQD*gjfeeg+
Pregnancy Cookbook
Author(s): Pascal Rotteveel |
112 pages | 9⅞ x 7⅞ in |
Hardcover | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 548 4

9HSTAQD*gjfeie+
Football Baby Names
Author(s): Boudewijn Bosman and
Tim Nikken |
112 pages | 6⅜ x 6⅜ in |
Hardcover | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 523 1

9HSTAQD*gjfcdb+

The Art of Parenting
Author(s): Drew de Soto |
60 pages | 6¾ x 6 in |
Hardcover | $9.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 480 7

9HSTAQD*gjeiah+
Never Touch a
Painting When It's
Wet
Author(s): Anneloes van Gaalen |
160 pages | 6¾ x 4¾ in |
Hardcover | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 280 3

9HSTAQD*gjciad+
Never Leave the
House Naked
Author(s): Anneloes van Gaalen |
160 pages | 6¾ x 4¾ in |
Hardcover | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 214 8

9HSTAQD*gjcbei+
Never Photograph
People Eating
Author(s): Anneloes van Gaalen |
160 pages | 6¾ x 4¾ in |
Hardcover | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 277 3

9HSTAQD*gjchhd+
Never Use White Type
on a Black Background
Author(s): Anneloes van Gaalen |
160 pages | 6¾ x 4¾ in |
Hardcover | $14.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 207 0

9HSTAQD*gjcaha+
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This Is My Paris
Author(s): Petra de Hamer |
128 pages | 9⅜ x 6⅜ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 394 7

9HSTAQD*gjdjeh+
This Is My London
Author(s): Petra de Hamer |
128 pages | 9⅜ x 6⅜ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 395 4

9HSTAQD*gjdjfe+
This Is My Berlin
Author(s): Petra de Hamer |
128 pages | 9⅜ x 6⅜ in |
paperback   | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 396 1

9HSTAQD*gjdjgb+
This Is My New York
Author(s): Petra de Hamer |
128 pages | 9⅜ x 5⅝ in |
Paperback | $16.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 420 3

9HSTAQD*gjecad+

Free Your Mind
Postcard Block
Author(s): Marcus Kraft |
20 pages | 6½ x 4¾ in |
Booklet | $9.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 507 1

9HSTAQD*gjfahb+
Eat Your Heart Out
Postcard Block
Author(s): Marcus Kraft |
20 pages | 6½ x 4¾ in |
Booklet | $9.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 508 8

9HSTAQD*gjfaii+

2nd
printing

2nd
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Pixel-Art Game
Author(s): Vanessa Catalano |
32 cards | 5⅛ x 2⅜ x 0⅞ in |
Box with sleeve | $12.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 482 1

9HSTAQD*gjeicb+
Pixel-Art Game
Author(s): Vanessa Catalano |
32 cards | 5⅛ x 2⅜ x 0⅞ in |
Box with sleeve | $12.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 481 4

9HSTAQD*gjeibe+
Old Masters Memory
Game
Author(s): Mieke Gerritzen |
2 x 30 cards | 5¾ x 2⅞ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 386 2

9HSTAQD*gjdigc+
Collage Memory Game
Author(s): Anja Brunt |
2 x 30 cards | 5¾ x 2⅞ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set
 | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 466 1

9HSTAQD*gjeggb+

Optical Illusions Game
Author(s): Paul Baars |
4 x 20 cards | 5⅝ x 5⅝ x 0⅞ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 388 6

9HSTAQD*gjdiig+
Numbers Game
Author(s): Paul Baars |
4 x 20 cards | 5⅝ x 5⅝ x 0⅞ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 370 1

9HSTAQD*gjdhab+
Mezza Card Game
Author(s): Thomas Michaël |
68 cards | 2⅞ x 8⅜ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 472 2

9HSTAQD*gjehcc+
Mozaa
Author(s): Renske Solkesz |
64 cards | 4¾ x 4¾ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 296 4

9HSTAQD*gjcjge+
Linjaa
Author(s): Renske Solkesz |
80 cards | 4¾ x 4¾ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 503 3

9HSTAQD*gjfadd+

The Startup Game
Author(s):  |
68 cards | 5⅝ x 4⅜ x 1½ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 442 5

9HSTAQD*gjeecf+
Beyond Design: The 
Game of Social 
Solutions
Author(s): Renate Boere |
120 cards | 7 x 4⅝ in |
Playing cards | $19.99  |
ISBN 978 90 6369 595 8

9HSTAQD*gjfjfi+
Don’t/Do This - Game
Author(s): Donald Roos |
156 cards | 7⅛ x 3⅝ x 0⅞ in |
Box with sleeve | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 484 5

9HSTAQD*gjeief+
Offline Matters Cards:
Truth or Dare?
Author(s): Jess Henderson |
108 cards | 2⅝ x 3⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 607 8

9HSTAQD*gjgahi+
Creative Thinker’s
Connection Memory
Game
Author(s): Katrine Granholm and
Dorte Nielsen |
2 x 25 cards | 5⅞ x 3 x 2 in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 563 7

9HSTAQD*gjfgdh+

Little Creative
Thinker’s Connection
Dominoes
Author(s): Dorte Nielsen and Katrine
Granholm |
28 cards | 4⅜ x 4⅜ x 1¾ in |
Boxed with sleeve | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 513 2

9HSTAQD*gjfbdc+
Imagine Me
Author(s): Lisa den Teuling |
99 cards | 6⅛ x 5⅜ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 580 4

9HSTAQD*gjfiae+
The Empathy Game
Author(s): Saskia H. Herrmann and
Jorik Elferink |
3 x 50 cards | 5⅛ x 6⅜ x 1¼ in |
Boxed set + 2 dice | $24.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 524 8

9HSTAQD*gjfcei+
Lay Your Cards on The
Table
Author(s): Een van de jongens |
3 x 20 cards | 5 x 3¾ x 0¾ mm |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 565 1

9HSTAQD*gjfgfb+
My Photography
Toolbox
Author(s): Rosa Pons-Cerdà and
Lenno Verhoog |
72 pages | 4⅝ x 3¼ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 504 0

9HSTAQD*gjfaea+
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My Photography
Game
Author(s): Lenno Verhoog and Rosa
Pons-Cerdà |
52 cards | 4 x 2⅝ x 1½ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 552 1

9HSTAQD*gjffcb+
Dilemmarama The
Game: The Original
Edition
Author(s): Dilemma op Dinsdag |
64 cards | 3⅞ x 5¼ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 424 1

9HSTAQD*gjeceb+
Dilemmarama The
Game: The Happy
Edition
Author(s): Dilemma op Dinsdag |
64 cards | 3⅞ x 5¼ x 1⅝ in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 564 4

9HSTAQD*gjfgee+
Bullshit Bingo
Author(s): Sandy McIntosh |
20 cards + dauber | 7⅜ x 6⅜ x 1 in |
Boxed set | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 582 8

9HSTAQD*gjfici+
Drag Queen Memory 
Game
Author(s): Maaike Strengholt and 
Dim Balsem |60  cards | 5⅛ x 4 in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 606 1

9HSTAQD*gjgagb+

Robot Memory Game
Author(s): Mieke Gerritzen |
2 x 30 cards | 5¾ x 3 x 2 in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 525 5

9HSTAQD*gjfcff+
Street Style Memory
Game
Author(s): Barbara Iweins |
2 x 25 cards | 5⅛ x 4 x 1¼ in |
Boxed set | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 231 5

9HSTAQD*gjcdbf+
Street Style Memory
Game III
Author(s): Barbara Iweins |
2 x 25 cards | 5⅛ x 4 x 1¼ in |
Boxed set | $17.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 336 7

9HSTAQD*gjddgh+
Street Art Memory
Game
Author(s): Janne Ettwig and Lilian
Van Dongen Torman |
2 x 30 cards | 5¾ x 3 x 2 in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 322 0

9HSTAQD*gjdcca+
Brand Memory Game
Author(s): Hendrik-Jan Grievink |
2 x 30 cards | 5¾ x 3 x 2 in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 262 9

9HSTAQD*gjcgcj+

You Are What You
Eat Memory Game
Author(s): Marije Vogelzang |
2 x 25 cards | 5¾ x 3 x 2 in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 272 8

9HSTAQD*gjchci+
Can You See What I
See Memory Game
Author(s): Tineke Meirink |
2 x 30 cards | 5¾ x 3 x 2 in |
Boxed set | $19.99 |
ISBN 978 90 6369 299 5

9HSTAQD*gjcjjf+
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CONTACT

How to contact us

General enquiries
BIS Publishers
Borneostraat 80 A
1094 CP Amsterdam
T: +31 (0) 20 515 0230
E: bis@bispublishers.com
www.bispublishers.com

Publisher / 
Editorial submissions
Bionda Dias
E: bionda@bispublishers.com

Marketing
Sara van de Ven
E: sara@bispublishers.com

Press / Publicity
Alexandra Vassiliadis
E: press@bispublishers.com

Academic
E: press@bispublishers.com

Follow us here
www.bispublishers.com
www.issuu.com/bis_publishers
www.linkedin.com/company/ 
bispublishers
www.facebook.com/bispublishers
www.instagram.com/bispublishers
www.twitter.com/bispublishers

Distribution details 

Distribution inside the US, 
Canada and Mexico
Chronicle Books
680 Second Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
United States of America
T. (+1) 415 537 4200
E. hello@chroniclebooks.com
www.chroniclebooks.com

Customer Service Resources
Call toll free:
T. 800 759 0190
8:30 AM – 5:30 PM EST
Fax toll free:
F. 800 286 9471

Email
Regarding existing orders:
E. customer.service@hbgusa.com

To place new orders
E. order.desk@hbgusa.com

Credit Department
T. 800 234 5226
9:00 AM – 5 PM EST

Chronicle Books is pleased to offer 
online customer service
Log on to http://pubeasy.books.
hbgusacom/pls/pubeasy/pubeasy.intro_
page to check price, availability, order 
status, or to place orders 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week

Free to join, PubEasy is your own full 
service customer self-service center.

Residents of all states except AK, DE, MT, 
NH, and OR, please add local sales tax.

For information on distribution outside 
the US, Canada, and Mexico, please 
contact bis@bispublishers.com

Returns policy
(RETURNABLE CUSTOMERS ONLY)

Chronicle Books Returns
c/o Hachette Book Group USA
322 S. Enterprise Blvd
Lebanon, IN 46052

Please include account number and 
a packing list or chargeback with all 
returns. Written permission is not 
required for “returnable” accounts. 
Returns must be In Print, or, if Out of 
Print, returned within 6 months of the OP 
date, in saleable condition, and whole 
copy (except for strippable titles).

No authorization is required for 
overstock returns or damaged/defective 
merchandise. Returns are credited at the 
same price and discount at which they 
were most recently purchased.

Contact
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CONTACT

Sales representation

Bookstore representatives

California
Dave Ehrlich
T. (+1) 323 346 7498
E. Dave_ehrlich@chroniclebooks.com

Pacific Northwest
WA, OR, UT, AK, AZ
Jamil Zaidi
T. (+1) 425-985-5657
E. jamil_zaidi@chroniclebooks.com

CO, ID, MT, UT, WY, NM
Chickman Associates
T. (+1) 650 642 2609
E. chickmanis@comcast.net

Midwest
IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO,
ND, NE, OH, SD, WI
Abraham Associates
T. (+1) 800 701 2489
F. (+1) 952 927 8089
E. info@abrahamassociatesinc.com

New England
CT, NH, MA, ME, RI, VT, PA
Emily Cervone
T. (+1) 860 212 3740
E. Emily_Cervone@chroniclebooks.com

New York Metro, NJ, and Select DC and 
PA Accounts
Melissa Grecco
T. (+1) 516 298 6715
E. melissa_grecco@chroniclebooks.com

Mid-Atlantic
DC, DE, MD, PA, WV
Chesapeake and Hudson
T. (+1) 800 231 4469
F. (+1) 800 307 5163
E. office@cheshud.com

Southeast
AL, AR, FL, GA, LA, MS, SC,
NC, OK, TN, VA, TX
Southern Territory Associates
T. (+1) 772 223 7776
E. Rizzosta@gmail.com

Library and Educational Accounts
Anna-Lisa Sandstrum
T. (+1) 415 537 4299
F. (+1) 415 537 4470
E. Annalisa_sandstrum@chroniclebooks.
com

Latin America (excluding Caribbean)
Jennifer Gray
Hachette Book Group
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY
10104
T. (+1) 212-364-1515
E. Jennifer.Gray@hbgusa.com

Canada
Raincoast Books
2440 Viking Way
Richmond, BC
Canada V6V 1N2
T. (+1) 604-448-7100
F. (+1) 604-270-7161
E. info@raincoast.com
www.raincoast.com

Canada BC to Manitoba
Ampersand Inc.
West Coast Office
T. (+1) 604-448-7111
Toll-Free Phone: 888-323-7118
F. (+1) 604-448-7118
E. info@ampersandinc.ca

Ampersand Inc.
Toronto Office
T. (+1) 416-703-0666
Toll Free Phone: 1-866-849-3819
F. (+1) 416-703-4745
E. info@ampersandinc.ca

Canada Quebec
Hornblower Group Inc.
T. (+1) 514-704-3626
F. (+1) 800-596-8496
E. kstacey@ hornblowerbooks.com
T. (+1) 514-239-3594
E. lmsimard@ hornblowerbooks.com
www.hornblowerbooks.com
Toll Free Phone: 1-855-444-0770

Canada Atlantic Canada
Hornblower Group Inc.
T. (+1) 416-461-7973 ext. 2
Toll Free Phone: 1-855-444-0770 ext. 2
F. (+1) 416-461-0365
E. lmartella@ hornblowerbooks.com
www.hornblowerbooks.com

Gift Store representatives

West and Southwest
AZ, CA, CO, HI, NM, NV, UT, WY
Stephen Young & Associates
Los Angeles, CA
Showroom
T. (+1) 800 282 5863
F. (+1) 888 748 5895
E. info@stephenyoung.net

Pacific Northwest
AK, ID, OR, MT, WA
Bettencourt
Seattle, WA Showroom
T. (+1) 800 462 6099
F. (+1) 206 762 2457
E. info@bettencourtgroup.com

Midwest
IL, IN, KY, MI, OH
Kelley and Crew Inc.
Chicago, IL Showroom
T. (+1) 800 373 1712
F. (+1) 773 442 0810
M. (+1) 773-294-3203
E. kcrewreps@gmail.com

Midwest
MN, ND, SD, WI
Anne McGilvray & Company
Minneapolis, MN Showroom
T. (+1) 800-527-1462
F. (+1) 214-638-4535
E. info@annemcgilvray.com

Mid-Atlantic
DC, DE, MD, Eastern PA, VA
Harper Group
T. (+1) 888-644-1704
F. (+1) 888-644-1292
E. support@harpergroup.com

New York Metro, New Jersey &
New England: CT, MA, ME, NH,
NJ, NY, RI, VT
Harper Group
New York, NY Showroom
T. (+1) 888 644 1704
F. (+1) 888 644 1292
E. support@harpergroup.com

Southeast
AL, FL, GA, MS, NC, SC, TN
The Simblist Group
Atlanta, GA Showroom
T. (+1) 800 524 1621
F. (+1) 404 524 8901
E. info@simblistgroup.com

South and Midwest
AR, IA, KS, LA, MO, NE, OK, TX
Anne McGilvray & Company
Dallas, TX Showroom
T. 800 527 1462
F. 214 638 4535
E. info@annemcgilvray.com

West Virginia and Western PA
Pamela Miller
PDM Enterprises
T. (+1) 412 881 7033
F. (+1) 412 881 7033
E. repref23@aol.com
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